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Student trustee member proposed 
ByTishaBarnhill 
News Editor 
A bill calling for the student body president to become a 
voting member of Clemsons board of trustees is expected 
to be introduced before the state house of representatives 
63rlv next week 
The student president is now invited to meetings to 
answer questions and give input, but he must leave when 
the board goes into executive session, according to Mike 
Baxley, student body president. He is not allowed to vote. 
"I've seen — too many times this year — the board go 
into executive session and, of course, I had nothing to do 
but leave. All of the substantive matters that were handl- 
ed by the board were handled during the executive ses- 
sion. The students were just completely cut off from any 
kind of input, much less a vote," he said. 
A resolution calling for student representation ontne 
board was submitted to the student senate and passed Oct 
3. After it was sent to the administration, "it just kind 01 
got shelved away and there was no action taken, Baxley 
said. 
On Jan. 30, the senate took the resolution under advise- 
ment again, and according to Baxley, made the bill miicn 
more specific. This resolution called for the administra- 
tion to draw up legislation to make the student body presi- 
dent a voting member of the board. 
Baxley said that student government took the resolution 
to Adm. Joseph B. McDevitt, vice president for executive 
affairs, hoping the administration would help write tne 
': bill. 
McDevitt, also secretary of the board, said that the mat- 
[ ter should come up through the student affairs office since 
' it originated in the senate. He also said that President 
I Robert C. Edwards would think It was a matter for me 
F board, not the administration. .. 
Baxley then said that he went to Edwards to get tne 
, board's opinion, but was refused. 
"The decision was made: if you're not going to get any 
I cooperation from within, you've got to go outside ne 
Tfaid. He then began to correspond with members ot me 
p,°gislature. f 
* "I regret that members of the administration will not 
|all behind us and work with us because I think it s a gooa 
idea, a positive idea," Baxley said. 
Rep Alex Harbin, D-Clarendon, who is expected to in. 
troduce the bill into the house, when contacted, suggested 
thaUt be made state-wide. "That way, we hope we can 
draw state-wide interest," Baxley said. 
The South Carolina Student Legislature met and was in 
tntai agreement with the bill, he said. 
Baxlev^s the passage of this bill would help create 
fairness and would improve board decisions. He said tha 
te had great respect for the board, but that sometimes it 
was not aware of the things going on in the umversi y^ 
He also feels this would create more interest in the stu- 
dent oresidency and cause more people to aspire to it. 
Then a better selection of candidates would be available. 
Many of S board members told the Tiger that it would 
tJ« "<mod idea" to have a student on the board. 
•*I Si would be fine to have a member of the studen 
K A , 1I tnlstee " said Paul W. McAlister, chairman of 
Seooard Su just dSn't see how that it is legally possi- 
the ooara.  w"  J ...     jU (Thomas Green Clem- 
We .""Sie ve™™Pl eu unless they were elected by 
override the will    McAlistersaidridden       ^ ^ 
% S&S B -Se SSS with the will," said 
"T^oi^Sance, they said that six members 
would be elected by the legislature in joint assembly 
every fourth year after the first election. 
McDevitt said the bill can be enacted legally because 
the act of acceptance can be changed. "There's nothing in 
the will that prevents them from doing what they con- 
template doing. If the general assembly wants to change 
an act that is adopted as long as doing so does not digress 
or get away from the terms of the will, they can do so. 
The bill states that the president of the student body of 
each of the four-year, state-supported colleges over which 
the board has jurisdiction, shall serve ex-officio as a 
voting member of the board and that his term of office 
shall be coterminous with his term as president. 
Section 59-119-40 of the bill states: "The university shall 
be under the management and control of a board of 13 
trustees, composed of the seven members nominated by 
the will and their successors, and five members to be 
elected by the general assembly in joint assembly, the 
members elected by the general assembly shall serve for 
terms of four years and until their successors are elected 
and qualify." . . 
Legislative reaction to the bill has been mixed, ac- 
cording to those representatives contacted by the Tiger. 
Sen Ed Saleby, D-Hartsville said that he would vote for 
the bill. He felt, though, that many people would not like 
someone sitting on the board and making decisions who 
receives state aid through the college. 
"I don't think one voting student would make that much 
difference. I think the better relations it would bring about 
would far outweigh the problem about someone receiving 
state aid," he said. "I'll vote for that." 
Sen Ed Garrison, D-Anderson, though, opposes the bill. 
Although he voted for the ex-officio member, he feels they 
should not set the policies of the college. He also said the 
bill would dilute the board too much. 
Rep Henry Jolly, D-Cherokee, said about the bill: I 
think it's a good idea to have student input on the school 
board." When asked about the possibility of the bill s 
passage, he said, "I believe we may get it through." 
And McDevitt concluded, "The last thing that Thomas 
Green Clemson had in his mind when he said there would 
be 13 trustees, six of whom would be elected, would be that 
the student body president would be one of them." 
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Professors debate canal treaty 
By Susie Pringle 
News Writer 
In response to increased public interest 
in the Panama Canal situation, the depart- 
ments of history, political science, and 
languages sponsored a debate Monday 
night in Hardin Hall. The resolution for the 
debate was that the new Panama Canal 
treaties should be ratified. 
Joseph Arbena of the history depart- 
ment opened the debate with a historical 
introduction concerning the Panama 
Canal. Following Arbena's introduction 
were Michael A. Morris of the political 
science department with a statement in 
favor of ratification, and Gaston Fer- 
nandez of the department of languages 
with a statement against ratification. This 
was followed by a public forum. 
The treaties of September 7, 1977, the 
cause of much controversy throughout the 
U.S., "are the product of a long period of 
negotiation, adjustment, compromise, and 
disagreement," according to Arbena. Mor- 
ris and Fernandez attempted to answer 
several pertinent questions. The 
economic, military, and political conse- 
quences of the 1977 treaties for the United 
States and Panama formed the basis of the 
debate. 
;^&^S© 
FERNANDEZ J'hoto by Hatfleld 
, Citing that the canal only affects one per 
cent of the U.S. gross national product, 
Morris stated, "The canal is not what I 
would call a vital U.S. interest." He added, 
"Access to the canal route is what we 
want, and we will maintain access to the 
canal under the new treaties." 
Ferdandez disagreed on the matter of 
the economic importance of the canal. "I 
•do not accept the thesis that the Panama 
Canal is not important for U.S. trade," he 
declared. According to Fernandez, the 
new treaties will cost the U.S. approx- 
imately three billion dollars. "For in- 
stance, in 1975 thirteen thousand ships 
went through the canal, forty-five per cent 
of them originating in the U.S. and twenty- 
three per cent of them bound for U.S. 
ports. Much of our export and import ton- 
nage passes through the canal," Fer- 
nandez explained. He added that "the 
American people seem to be suffering 
from a guilt complex about having too 
much, and wanting to give everything 
away." 
In regard to the military consequences 
of the new treaties, Fernandez asserted 
that the canal is strategically important in 
relation to a triangle including Puerto 
Rico, Guantanamo Bay, and the Panama 
Canal. While admitting that he is "not a 
military man," Fernandez expressed his 
confusion at the clause in the treaties 
which gave the U.S. the right to defend the 
canal in case its neutrality is threatened. 
"If the canal is not strategically impor- 
s&Jtr-rs 
tant, as those in favor of ratification have 
stated, why does President Carter say that 
he is willing to send troops to Panama if he 
has to?" queried Fernandez. 
Morris explained that, according to the 
treaties, U.S. troops and military bases 
will be in Panama until the year 2000, after 
which no other countries may have troops 
there. "The U.S. will have the perpetual 
right to send troops to offset any threats to 
the canal after the year 2000, and in time of 
emergency the U.S. will be granted ex- 
peditious passage." He re-emphasized, 
"We simply want access to the canal." 
Morris concluded, "The military leaders 
of our country are in favor of ratification." 
While Morris expressed the belief that 
"the treaties will enhance political rela- 
tions with Panama," Fernandez asserted 
that "there will probably be a honeymoon 
between the U.S. and Panama for about 
one year, and then the problems will really 
begin." He added, "The treaties are trying 
to pacify Panama, but they won't solve the 
problems that exist." 
According to Morris, "In the interna- 
tional political arena, the U.S. will no 
longer be seen as a bully, but will gain 
respect via cooperative efforts." Fer- 
nandez disagreed stating, "The U.S. is 
presenting a weakened position, com- 
parable to a retreat." 
During the public forum which followed 
the statements of Arbena, Morris, and 
Fernandez, several interesting points were 
raised  and several pertinent  questions 
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were asked. In answer to the question of 
general Latin American support of the new 
treaties, Arbena explained that "all Latin 
American countries officially support the 
treaties, and have sent representatives to 
the signings." The question of whether or 
not the Panamanians could run the canal 
by themselves prompted Morris to say, 
"The canal is so darned important to the 
Panamanians that, if they can't run it 
themselves, they will pay someone else 
to." 
In regard to substantial loss of jobs for 
U.S. citizens, Arbena explained, 
"Panamanians constitute over one-half of 
the employees of the canal company." He 
added that the new treaties do, however, 
provide for a gradual phasing out of U.S. 
citizens employed by the canal company. 
One member of the audience pointed out 
that several of the U.S. negotiators have 
made substantial banking investments in 
Panama, and inquired as to what this fact 
said about the nature of the negotiations. 
Morris replied, "I think that it is distorting 
the situation to say that one man could 
shape the treaties to his own advantage.'' 
Arbena added that most of the negotiators 
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Senators discuss proposed constitution 
By Lyn Varn 
News Writer* 
In its Tuesday, Feb. 21, meeting, the 
faculty senate discussed various problems 
concerning the proposed new faculty con- 
stitution. 
In an interview with The Tiger, Ray 
Noblet, president of the faculty senate, 
cited three major problems and offered 
the senate's general opinion on each of the 
issues. 
Under the proposed constitution, ad- 
ministrators would no longer be able to 
vote for faculty senators. This amendment 
has caused serious concern within the ad- 
ministration. 
Noblet stated the senate's reason for this 
new policy. "Since they (senators) are not 
eligible for election to the senate, the facul- 
ty senate believes that it might operate 
better and with less influence from the ad- 
ministration if they didn't participate in 
the whole process." Noblet added, 
"However, they would vote on any other 
faculty matter." 
The second area of dispute concerns in- 
structors. The proposal declares instruc- 
tors ineligible to become members of the 
faculty senate. The main reason for this 
amendment was given by Noblet. "If a 
person is not eligible for tenure, he doesn't 
have all the benefits of being a faculty 
member. So the faculty senate suggested 
that he should not be included." 
The third controversial issue of the pro- 
posed constitution is that deans would no 
longer have the power to appoint members 
to the various university councils. Under 
the present constitution, the appointment 
to these councils was not specifically 
stated and the college deans assumed this 
duty. Noblet said, "Many members of the 
faculty senate felt that the council 
members ought to be elected by faculty 
members in their college faculty 
meeting." 
Presently the faculty is voting on this 
proposed constitution and the ballots will 
be tabulated Feb. 27. This advisory 
referendum vote will then go before the 
faculty senate. "Regardless of how the 
referendum turns out," said Noblet, "the 
faculty will still have to submit it to the 
faculty senate and then it will go through 
the normal amending process to rework 
those issues deemed necessary by the 
faculty." After this is done, the revised 
proposal will be voted on by the senate in 
April and then it will be sent to the general 
faculty to be read and voted again in the 
May faculty meeting. 
Other business matters included a series 
of resolutions voted upon by the senate. 
The resolutions passed were: 
— The university Affirmative Action 
Committee either should be consulted on a 
regular basis or should be dissolved. 
— The university should go to the plus- 
and minus-letter grade system. 
— The faculty senate should suggest that 
IPTAY use its excess income to establish a 
National Merit Scholarship program for 
academic excellence. 
— The athletic ticket priority should also 
recognize the contributions of Clemson 
Alumni Loyalty Fund and Clemson 
University Fund members, as well as 
those from IPTAY. 
— The Faculty Senate should reject the 
proposed copyright policy and prepare_a^ 
modified policy. 
Dorm registration scheduled 
The housing office will begin accepting 
room applications for the fall semester 
March l. A $75 advance room payment 
must be paid at that time. 
Different forms will be necessary for 
making applications for the Clemson 
House apartments, as opposed to other 
housing. These forms may be picked up in 
advance at the housing office. Students 
should submit these forms in the con- 
ference room of Mell Hall from 8 a.m. until 
4 p.m. Grad students and rising seniors 
should turn these forms in on March 1, 
with rising juniors and sophomores on 
March 2. 
All other applications including those 
regular double-occupancy  rooms in the 
Citr News 
Gity council adopts street repair policy 
Clemson House should use the following 
schedule: March 1-2—fraternities and 
sororities (only in their designated areas); 
March 6-7—graduate students and rising 
seniors; March 8-9—rising juniors; and 
March 13-14—rising sophomores. 
The housing office will continue to ac- 
cept applications through March 17. After 
that date, "Priority wili switch to new 
students and under no circumstances will 
additional applications be accepted from 
continuing students," according to Mann- 
ing Lomax, director of housing. 
Students must present their I.D. and stu- 
dent use cards when making applications. 
The class standing on the student use card 
will verify priorities, Lomax said. 
By Jim Denning 
Asst. News Editor 
In its semi-monthly meeting Monday, 
Clemson City Council established a street- 
maintenance policy and approved the clos- 
ing of a portion of Sunset Street. 
The first order of business was con- 
sideration of a street policy resolution 
presented by Councilman Roger Owens. 
As Owens stated during discussion with 
the full council, "I want to have a coherent 
policy for establishing street mainten- 
ance." 
The proposal consisted of a number of 
parts, including a statement of intent to 
establish a schedule for the performance 
of street maintenance by the city. The 
establishment of an advisory committee, 
charged with formulating policy for im- 
provement of streets, sidewalks, storm 
drains, streetlighting and other related 
areas, was also approved. 
This committee would also be involved 
in overseeing capital improvements, in ad- 
dition to setting policy. Appointed as ad- 
visory committee members were Owens, 
who will serve as chairman, Dr. Ed Clark 
of the university's civil engineering 
department, Larry Newcome, city plan- 
ner, and city manager Robert Ware. 
During consideration of the resolution, 
Ware estimated that "seven to seven-and- 
a-half miles of city streets were paved last 
fall." Ware estimated total city street 
mileage at "about 37 miles." 
Following approval of the Owens resolu- 
tion, council began deliberation on the 
blocking of the Sunset Street extension. 
The blocking of the Sunset Street exten- 
sion. The proposal, presented by Coun- 
cilman Larry Abernathy, would involve 
the closing of that part of Sunset which is 
presently blocked by steel posts. 
The purpose of the plan is to deter 
vehicular traffic, while simultaneously 
allowing pedestrian traffic to pass 
through. The steel posts would be removed 
and replaced by cross-ties with reflectors. 
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it. II 
the tiger 
Student trustee seen 
as good suggestion 
"And, Mr. Chairman, the cabinet recommends that 
the board of trustees accept the plan as proposed," 
says R.C. Edwards. 
"Thank you, Mr. President," says board of trustees 
chairman Paul McAlister. He looks around the long 
table at the gentlemen surrounding him. Preparing to 
go through the customary ritual, chairman McAlister 
calls for "all in favor." Hands go up as a 
simultaneous "Aye" surrounds him. Completely out 
of habit, the words "All opposed, Nay," slip out quiet- 
ly. Before he can even finish the word "Nay," he has 
written down "unanimous." 
"Nay." 
The board looks around stunned. "Nay? Someone 
said nay?" 
Only once in the last 10 years has any decision by 
the board of trustees been less than unanimous. But 
the culprit is not a usual member of the board. In fact, 
he even looks unusual. He is only 22 years old. 
But he is recognized by many of those in attendance 
because he has been tabbed as the spokesman for the 
11,000 students of Clemson. And finally he is speaking 
for us on the actual governing board of this institu- 
tion. A student is on the board of trustees. 
The above scene has not taken place, yet. But with a 
little luck and some eyes on the future from our state 
legislators, it very well may soon occur. 
Within the week, state representative Alex Harvin 
is expected to present a bill at the State House which 
would allow the student body president at each of the 
state-supported colleges in South Carolina to serve as 
an ex-officio voting member of the board of trustees. 
The action could not come at a more appropriate time 
for Clemson, and we can see no logical argument 
against student representation on the board. 
Obviously, the student will be outweighed by board 
members, 12 to one. There is no way the student could 
block a "necessary" vote or stall proceedings. He 
would be simply outvoted. 
What the student could do is provide useful informa- 
tion to the other 12 members of the board about pro- 
posals and ideas which are going to affect you and I 
for the rest of our years at Clemson. Wouldn't you feel 
better if you knew that the 12 people who drive in 
some five times a year to decide our future, at least 
heard a little bit from the student side? 
This bill should draw support from both the ad- 
ministration and the students at Clemson. Already, 
board chairman McAlister has stated that he "sees 
nothing wrong with the idea." His sentiments, echoed 
by several other board members, reassure us that, in 
fact, we are all striving for the same goal: a better 
Clemson. 
We hope that the bill will be supported whole- 
heartedly. If it is not, and realizing that the student 
member could be voted down at any time, we will 
have to assume that the objection is based on another 
reason. And the only other reason for objecting would 
be to keep meetings from the eyes of the students. 
Needless to say, that would not be in the best interest 
for anyone. 
In the next few years, Clemson will probably 
undergo major changes, as a new administration 
takes over guidance. As is presently planned, the 
board of trustees will make the final selection of the 
new president without any student input. What better 
chance to start off "openness" for a new administra- 
tion than to have a student actually vote in the final 
selection. It would set a trend of openness, long miss- 
ed at Clemson, which would hopefully continue ined- 
finitely. 
i::::::::::::::::;:^:::::;:::::::::::::;:::^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
H doesn't make any sense to me.. .what does 
a student know about a university anyway? 
letters policy 
The Tiger welcomes letters 
from its readers on all subjects. 
Each letter should be typed, 
triple-spaced, on a 65-space line. 
All letters, 200 words or less, 
will be considered by the editorial 
board of the Tiger. Those letters 
which reflect opinions on rele- 
vant issues will be printed. Due to 
space limitations, we cannot 
guarantee printing of any letter. 
All letters should be signed by 
the author, with his or her ad- 
dress and telephone number in- 
cluded.* All letters are subject to 
editing in full or in part by the 
editorial board of the Tiger. 
In certain cases, the name of 
the author of a letter may be 
withheld upon request, upon ap- 
proval by the editorial board of 
the Tiger. 
All letters should be addressed 
to the Tiger, Box 2097 University 
Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632. 
footnotes 
"J think it would be fine to have a member of the 
student body on the Board of Trustees."—Paul 
McAlister, Board of Trustees Chairman. 
"Professors are going to use their good judgment. 
They don't listen to us most of the time 
anyway. "—Kenny Port, student senate meeting. 
"I think someone needs to inject some rationality 
into these proceedings."—Dean Morris Cox at the 
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viewpoint 
ERA cited as necessary addition 
I am writing in reference to the ERA ar- 
icle by Cobb Oxford in the Feb. 17 issue. It 
istonishes me that someone could believe 
in amendment intended to guarantee 
■quality in job opportunity and equal pay 
lor equal work could "do nothing but take 
ip space in our constitution." 
! I would like the author to clarify what he 
neant by claiming only single women are 
locating its passage and that they 
'have not opened their eyes to a married 
woman's point of view" and why he con- 
siders it "a selfish, self-centered 
heasure." Many married women support 
Is passage because they see the benefits of 
[he ERA. It does not say that women have 
|o work; it leaves it up to the individual to 
hake a choice of what profession to pur- 
|ue, be it an executive, construction 
Irorker, secretary, or homemaker. 
The ERA is quite advantageous to a 
lomemaker whose husband (chief sup- 
jrter) dies or is disabled. It guarantees 
,iat she will not be turned down in the job 
lunting task just because she happened to 
jave been born with an XX chromosome 
lather than XY. Rather, the employers 
bill consider hiring her only in terms of 
ler qualifications. 
I The ERA will also help married and 
[ingle women in acquiring credit. Many 
Organizations today refuse to give women 
Iredit unless a man co-signs. The ERA will 
lelp obliterate this archaic rule. 
iThe ERA is necessary. I agree with the 
futhor's implication that a law will not 
Eolely cause society to change, but that in 
jme society can change. However, when 
|ne considers how fast the blacks' situa- 
fon improved after passage of the Civil 
tights Amendment in 1964 in comparison 
the incredibly slow changes during the 
years before 1964, it does show how a 
Jaw can help society see the need for 
|hange. The blacks' situation is far from 
|erfect, but it is changing and this law 
ilped the blacks' just cause. 
Women make up 51 per cent of the 
population, and if we believe in the prin- 
ciples of democracy, we should guarantee 
to those who make up the majority of the 
topulation equal opportunities and equal 
Pay. 
I In reference to Oxford's statement that 
|he S.C. Senate is not a "pen full of male 
lauvinist Digs," I would like to know how 
someone who makes blatant chauvinistic 
remarks like he does would know. I am 
referring to several statements Oxford 
made including, "The boys now take home 
economics, while the girls 'play' with 
small motors in industrial education 
courses." Girls don't take these courses 
just to play with toys. I myself have taken 
an automobile mechanics course to better 
educate myself and because I enjoy work- 
ing with engines, but definitely not to 
mess around and "play." 
I also refer to his statement, "This may 
sound strange, but women are being 
recognized in the world of sports." Of 
course they are!! And why is it strange?! 
They work just as hard and provide just as 
much entertainment as men athletes. _My 
"Writer takes 'cheap slap"'took one 
himself. I was glad to read that the author 
of that letter realized his "philosophy 
about equality of the sexes—shows signs of 
sexism (and) starry-eyed innocence." I 
can see why the author of the poem he used 
as an example remains unknown—it was 
probably a male. 
I am glad, also, that the author admitted 
he was "not informed enough in many 
aspects that it (the ERA) covers to make a 
rational decision about being for or against 
it." Unfortunately, he did state an opi- 
nion—that the supporter of the ERA (who 
wrote "Senate tables ERA, proves itself 
again") was an idiot. Since he realized he 
was so unknowledgeable about the subject, 
he should not have written an article about 
it. 
i Bettie-Ann Likens 
sister is a top athlete at her high school, 
and for the amount of hard work she does 
and dedication she has, she definitely 
should be recognized in the world of sports. 
I found the editorial comic in the Tiger 
about the militant woman most ap- 
propriate. It never ceases to amaze me 
that the women who most adamantly op- 
pose the ERA and claim to be "perfect 
homemakers," spend most of their time 
away from home, protesting against an 
amendment designed to help them. Let us 
hope that our lawmakers see through this 
outlandish irony. 
Elaine M. Huff 
Last week's Viewpoint carried three sad 
comments on the Equal Rights Amend- 
ment. Two persons wrote to criticize the 
writing style of a previous pro-ERA 
editorialm but admitted that they were too 
uninformed to comment on the merits of 
the amendment. Unfortunately, lack of in- 
formation did not deter Cobb Oxford, an 
editorial writer, from commenting on the 
issue itself. 
The ERA is hardly a hasty or radical no- 
tion. It was first introduced in the U.S. 
Congress in 1923 and was passed there in 
1972 (co-sponsored by Sen. Strom Thur- 
mond). Section 1 states that "Equality of 
rights under the law shall not be denied or 
abridged by the United States or by any 
State on account of sex." That's all it says. 
The remaining two sections are identical 
to wording in several other amendments 
and provide only that Congress can en- 
force the amendment two years after it 
becomes a part of the constitution. 
I must take issue with Mr. Oxford's 
statement that "women who are for 
(ERA) are generally single and ... have 
not opened their eyes to a married 
woman's point of view." The most obvious 
exceptions to this statement include 
Rosalynn Carter, Betty Ford, Lady Bird 
Johnson, Jean Stapleton and Gloria 
Langdon (1977 Mother of the Year). ERA 
is supported by the League of Women 
Voters, the American Association of 
University Women, the American Nurses' 
Association, Federally Employed Women, 
and the National Education Associa- 
tion—in addition to a long list of other 
groups. 
Unfortunately, many persons have an 
unrealistic view of the "rights" afforded to 
married women. In fact, these rights last 
only as long as a husband is both willing 
and able to support his wife. In 1973, 
almost one-half the employed women in 
this country were widowed, divorced, 
separated or married to men who earned 
less than $10,000 a year. Temporary 
alimony is awarded in only 10 per cent of 
divorces, and permanent alimony in only 
two per cent. Most divorced mothers who 
are awarded child support find they must 
provide over half the support for their off- 
spring. Sadly, fewer than half the women 
who are awarded alimony or child support 
actually receive it regularly.* 
Mr. Oxford's condescending remarks 
about women's reach toward equality are 
sadly reminiscent of arguments against 
the Civil Rights movement: if they'll just 
wait a little longer, everything will change 
by itself. It may be of interest to some 
readers that the S.C. legislature finally 
ratified the Women's Suffrage Amend- 
ment (49 years late) in 1969! The men and 
women of this country should not have to 
wait another 50 years for equality of rights 
under the law. 
Rosemary H. Lowem Ph.D. 
•Statistics quoted from "In pursuit of 
equal rights: Women in the Seventies," c. 
1976, available from the League of Women 
Voters of the Clemson Area, P.O. Box 802, 
Clemson, S.C. 29631. 
Senate resolutions lower degree standards 
fit ought to concern everyone who cares 
pout Clemson, and who cares about what 
Bppens to its  graduates,  that student 
pvernment again is calling for lower stan» 
lards and a cheaper Clemson degree. 
[There   are   some   good   ideas   in   its 
ackage of proposals, like clearing exams 
(it of the last week of class so everyone 
?n prepare for finals, and knocking off at 
on before Thanksgiving. But there is no 
pason for good students to want to retain 
|e forgivable F in any form. It is a device 
pat inculcates bad study habits, which 
j>ddles weak students, and extends the 
jgony of those who cannot cope deep into 
[ie   sophomore   year.   Likewise,   there 
Jiould be no reason for good students to 
jant to retain the late drop date. 
lAfter the old WF grade was eliminated, 
le percentage of W grades (out of all 
fades given)went from under three per 
pnt to nearly seven per cent. That meant 
[lot of F's converted to W's. It forces the 
p>re vulnerable teacher into nine weeks 
: popularity contest and eventually puts 
downward   pressure   on   everyone's 
grades. It coddles those who will not come 
to grips with hard work. 
The fact is this: graduates will get jobs. 
It won't be the perfect job at first, but so- 
meone will hire you. At that point, the win- 
nowing process is awesome, when some 
will advance upwards and others will re- 
main onthe bottom forever. 
' At that stage, grades mean nothing. No 
one may ever look at your transcript 
again. Everything will depend on the kind 
of job you do, and that will depend largely 
on the quality of your education and the 
work habits you developed in school. 
If you got through by easy courses with 
easy teachers and easy multiple-choice ex- 
ams, by exempting exams, by forgivable 
F's and easy drops, you are going to re- 
main a flunky. So rather than pander to the 
lowest common denominator, couldn't the 
student leadership, for once, call for 
higher standards? 
There is crying need for academic 
reform at Clemson in which student 
government could help. Doesn't it bother 
students that many curricula require so 
many technical courses, sometimes leav- 
ing as little as three hours for free elec- 
tives, that you are guaranteed to graduate 
a narrow specialist, locked in forever as a 
low-level technician? 
Doesn't it bother students that the inflex- 
ible 12-hour teaching load of your faculty, 
common at community colleges but long- 
since dropped at universities with national 
reputations, mis-allocates its individual 
talents and spreads them so thin, they can 
only give a half-exhausted performance in 
the classroom? 
When your teachers require comprehen- 
sive final examinations of everyone, and 
require written work and grade it harshly, 
and make you shape up and prove yourself 
that you are capable of craftsmanlike 
work, they are not bastards, but care 
about you and care what happens to you. 
So let the calls for cheaper degrees stop, 
and let's try to make this a great universi- 
ty of national academic standing. 
Richard Saunders 
Assoc. prof, of history 
We CARE 
The Counseling Center 
200 Tillman Hall/Phone 2451 
i 1 
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Housing office changes Johnstone RA system 
By Charles Bolchoz 
News Writer 
Beginning next semester, the housing of- 
fice will implement a new resident assis- 
tant program in Johnstone Hall. Housing 
coordinator Almeda Rogers said the pre- 
sent system, which designates a super- 
visor and a monitor to each hall, has gone 
stale in the last few semesters. The new 
policy will assign one resident assistant 
per hall. 
According to Rogers, several problems 
have arisen from the present system 
which necessitate the change. First of all, 
there seems to be a lack of communication 
between monitors and supervisors. Ideal- 
ly, both persons should get to know all the 
hall residents; however, since each lives 
on a different end of the hall, he gets to 
know only those residents on his side. 
Oftentimes, this creates a division among 
hall members, which is not the aim of the 
housing office. 
Another reason for the new program, ac- 
cording to Rogers, is the fact that monitors 
are not treated with the same respect as 
supervisors, despite their equal authority. 
Some students consider the monitor as less 
important because he only works 12V-> 
hours per pay period (two weeks), while 
the supervisor works 25 hours. 
Hopefully, the new play will eliminate 
these problems. Since there will only be 
one resident assistant per hall, he will 
have to get to know all the residents. Also, 
the problem of student respect will be solv- 
ed because of only one authority on the 
hall. 
Under the new system, the one resident 
assistant will be paid for 35 hours' work 
every two weeks. These new hours will 
result in a substantial pay increase; 
however, as Rogers points out, each assis- 
tant will have more responsibility and, as 
a result, will have to invest more time and 
energy. 
if 
2 FOR 1 SALE 
SWEATERS AND LONG 
SLEEVE SHIRTS 




1   bicycles of clemson 
FEBRUARY 24-MARCH 3 
WINTER CLEARANCE 
SALE 
these bikes will go at super savings 
1 only TAKARA 761-Blue, 25 in., side pull brakes, Suntour Cyclone 
Derailleurs. Was $266 NOW $195 
1 only CENTURION SUPER LeMANS-Coffee Brown, 25 in., Bar end 
shifters, 5-pin cotterless crank. Was $225.40 NOW $179 
1 only CENTURION SUPER LeMANS-Sky Blue, 23 in., Bar end shifters, 
5-pin cotterless crank. Was $225.40 NOW $179 
1 only CENTURION SUPER LeMANS-Coffee Brown, 21 in., Bar end 
shifters, 5-pin cotterless crank. Was $225.40 NOW $179 
1 only TAKARA 732-Lime, 21 in., Bar end shifters, Alpine gearing, 
micro adjusting seat pillar. Was $206 NOW $169 
1 only CENTURION LeMANS-Red, 23 in., Alloy cotterless crank, center 
pull brakes, Suntour VGT Luxe Derailleurs. Was $181.30 NOW $149 
1 only CENTURION OMEGA-Silver, 23 in., Full lugged frame, cotterless 
crank, 85 lb. tires. Was $159.25 NOW $129 
When questioned about the new policy, 
John Barnhill, the supervisor for 
Johnstone D-5, replied, "I'm not sure the 
new proposal is the right one, but some 
change is needed. Hopefully, it will prove 
to be the best as far as communication bet- 
ween the housing office and resident 
assistants is concerned." 
Another significant  advantage of  the 
new system — as seen by the housing i 
fice — is that it can be more selective! 
choosing the resident assistants for nef 
semester. Since the new plan involves! 
large reduction in staff, only the m« 
qualified will be selected. According to L 
housing coordinator, there is a possibill 
that half of the present staff will not retuj 
next year. 
Society names initiates 
By Susan Nance 
News Writer 
Thirty-two new members of Mortar 
Board, the senior honor society, were nam- 
ed recently. 
Each new member received a small 
Mortar Board pin and a letter of con- 
gratulations. The new members were 
chosen on the basis of scholarship, leader- 
ship, and service. They represent the 
outstanding members of the rising senior 
class. 
The selection of the new members was 
made in late January. The members were 
selected from a list of those rising seniors 
who had a cumulative GPR of 3.0 or above, 
and were selected and voted on by present 
members.   „ 
r       * 
^ IS THERE 
■UFE AFTER 
Wwum 
After undergoing orientation next weed 
the new members will be installed at th| 
Mortar Board banquet Feb. 28. 
Clemson's chapter of Mortar Board ii 
the Order of Athena. Mortar Board spoJ 
sors the Miss Clemson Pageant, as wellj. 
holding receptions for speakers broughtil 
by the Speakers Bureau and new Blue Kef 
members. Members also serve as campif 
guides. 
New members tapped Tuesday night ii 
elude Kathy Ann Biringer, Delwin BlancbJ 
Blair, Robert Charles Carlson, Kennel 
Eugene Darr, Benjamin Elexy Edge III) 
Linda Carol Flake, Stephen Ray FuIIe] 
and William Calvin Garrett. 
Also named were Susan Carol Hall] 
Helen Coggeshall Harvey, Christini 
Foster Heisler, Saundra Leigh Hodge, m 
da Kay Hurst, Samuel Keith Hutto, Tn| 
Kristian Kragas and Susan Virg 
Lonas. 
Other new members announced wei< 
Jane Elizabeth Long, Robert Stephen I 
thews, Leslie Anne McMahon, HenH 
James Mehserle, Margaret JacquelyJ 
Nye, Patrick F. Odea, Julia Christini 
Olson and Susan Carol Ouzts. 
Also selected were Kenric Edwin Poifl 
John Edgar Runyon, Janet ElizabelT 
Rushton, Linda Sue Stegall, Louise H. B.| 
Stoddard, Anne McLean Taylor, Wallacf 
Edgar Vaughn and Maisie Joy Wallace. 
Lost? Found? Selling? 
The Tiger's Classified Ads 
Are Free To Students. 
Th. 






12 3   &y-pass 
Hickory - smcksi barb&cue. 
Dsli - 3%nlw\ch&s - ham 5 
turkey, roast hoof, 
ni Jaily specials 
Any  PURCHASE 
until Clemson Studsnt LB 
or   Fatuity W 
Good Sunday 
m 
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Trustee Medal finalists 
present speeches 
By Susan Keasler 
News Writer 
Finalists in the 73rd annual Trustees 
Jledal   contest   delivered   speeches   in 
Baniel Auditorium Monday night. The pro- 
tram commenced at 7 p.m., instead of 7:30 
jp.m., as earlier notices had indicated. 
f In 1903 the board of trustees voted,to pro- 
vide "a gold medal to be awarded annually 
to the best speaker in the student body." 
I Senior Chuck Smith opened* competition 
■with a speech entitled "To> Restore the 
Klemson Outdoor Theater." Smith, who 
|was interrupted several times by late ar- 
rivals, began with a brief history of the 
heater. His main points were various 
Reasons for preserving the Clemson land- 
nark. 
Janet Pisaneschi, a junior speaking on 
"What Will Happen to the Class of '65?" 
ivas the second contender. Pisaneschi 
Elaborated upon the senior citizens' right 
to work instead of being forced to retire. 
She stated that by the year 2025, under the 
Retirement system, 31 cents of every dollar 
would be used to support senior citizens. 
Explaining   issues   of   "The   Panama 
panal Treaties," sophomore Frank Watts 
illed the third speaker's position. Watts 
lupplied a brief history of the country of 
T'anama,   then   presented   arguments 
jtgainst and in favor of treaty ratification. 
Completing final competition, senior 
yaring Howe spoke on "The Excess of 
Doctorate Degrees." He remarked that in- 
dividuals often obtain the highest 
academic degrees in their field, never to 
acquire a job worth their schooling efforts. 
"The speeches were very good," com- 
mented Dr. Charles Montgomery, director 
of f orensics. 
Dr. Marvin A. Owings, professor 
emeritus of English and head emeritus of 
the department of English; Dr. Victor 
Hurst, vice president for academic affairs 
and dean of the university; and student 
body president Michael Baxley served as 
judges for the event. Participants were 
rated on their choice of subject, support, 
organization, language, voice, gestures 
and overall effectiveness. 
President R.C. Edwards will award the 
Trustees Medal at the President's Recep- 
tion during Honors and Awards Day. 
Forensic Union president Jane Senn 
presented each finalist a certificate Mon- 
day. 
Twenty-six candidates were eliminated 
from the contest during preliminary 
rounds Wednesday, Feb. 15. "Sixteen of 
the speakers came from public speaking 
classes," said Montgomery. "The others 
just came in off the campus from the 
' notices we had put up." 
The Trustees Medal,  awarded every 
year since 1904 except during World War 
. II, is the oldest non-academic award for 
excellence given by the university. The 
Calhoun Forensic Society sponsors the 
competition. 
Pests prevail 
Photo by Taylor 
Clyde Moore and Gayle Holman of the Entomology Club wait to talk to visitors at 
Agricultural Careers Day Wednesday. Their exhibit/along with 10 others spon- 
sored by various agriculturally oriented groups, was designed to show high school 
students about Clemson's programs in the agriculture field. 
Although the cold weather chilled many visitors, high school students from 
across the state withstood the below-freezing temperatures as they examined 
everything from original okra pickers to peanut-flake brownies. 
The groups' exhibits were judged by a panel of five judges. At a banquet Wednes- 
day night, the Entomology Club picked up the trophy for "Best Display." 
■ I ' 
1 
We are Expanding Our Men's Dept. 
To Make Room For More Men's Merchandise 
We Are Going Out Of The Women's Business 
WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF 
MERCHANDISE LEFT 
IN WOMEN'S DEPT. 
Also Been Reduced Even More 
Suits 
Values to 145.00 
NOW 89.90 




Values to 15.00 
Now 6.99 
SAVINGS OF 
50% TO 70% 
Sweaters 
Values to 20.00 
NOW 7.99 
CPO Jackets 
Values to 29.50 
Now y. yy 
Ties 
Values to 12.50 
NOW1.99&4.99 
W*t Itnuerstftj §Jjop 
master charge 
208 College Avenue Open 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 654-4484 m 
i 
_____________ 
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Area Continuing Education registration to begin] 
By Dan Bibb 
News Writer 
The Clemson Area Continuing Education 
Center will begin classes March 28. Most of 
the 55 classes offered will meet weekly for 
a period of six weeks. 
The center has served over 23,000 people 
since it was initiated in the summer of 
1953. 
According to Mrs. Myra P. Bregger, 
center director, "We have nearly 900 peo- 
ple a year to attend our center." 
In the past, these people have taken ad- 
vantage of such varied courses as cake 
decorating, beekeeping, and needlepoint. 
This year's students will have 16 new 
courses to choose from, according to Breg- 
ger. They are: Creative and Developmen- 
tal Play for Pre-Schoolers, Consumer 
Fraud, Your National Defense, Metric 
System, Music: Cultivate the Art of Listen- 
ing and Living Around the World. 
Also, Antiques, Weight-Control, Pattern 
Alteration for Those Who Sew, Gifts from 
the Sewing Room, Preparing Needlework 
for Framing, Spinning, Foxfire Skills, 
Slimnastics, Bowling for Everyone and 
Bowling for Women. 
Bregger said the center has enjoyed 
much success because "We have an objec- 
tive always to have our classes taught by 
highly qualified people." 
Also, she said that many people like to. 
attend the classes because many are held 
on the Clemson campus. 
The courses are self-supportive. "We 
don't have outside tax support, so we can 
only pay our teachers a nominal sum. But 
they feel so compensated in supporting a 
project which gives the kind of pleasure 
this one does," Bregger said. 
Most of the courses will cost $12; 
however, several courses will cost more 
because of limited enrollment and 
material costs. 
Bregger is currently in the process of 
mailing out several thousand brochures to 
former participants in the program. 
She encourages Clemson students and 
people living in the many communities 
surrounding Clemson to participate in the 
program. People from 34 different com- 
munities participated in the program last 
year, she said. 
To find out more about the different 
course offerings, write to the Clemson 
Area Continuing Education Center, Box 
209, Clemson, S.C. 29631, or phone 654-2139. 
GIFTS 








for fast free delivery 
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Thurmond discusses politics, receives honor 
By Leslie McMahon 
News Writer 
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, brought 
his re-election campaign to Clemson last 
week and stated, "I'm going to run my own 
race and I'm running on my record,-" 
Thurmond was on campus Saturday to 
attend the Clemson-N.C. State basketball 
game. In an interview with the Tiger, he 
referred to his campaign, saying, "I've 
been in office for a long time and people 
know me, I think. They pretty well know if 
they want to vote for me or not." 
Continuing the campaign policy he 
established when Democrat Charles 
"Pug" Ravenel announced his candidacy 
in opposition, Thurmond re-emphasized 
that he is "running his own race." He also 
refuses to debate Ravenel. "I'm in this 
thing to win and I'm way ahead," he said. 
"What advantage would it be to me?" 
When questioned on a statement 
Ravenel made questioning Thurmond's 
service to the people of South Carolina, 
Thurmond said, "I don't care to comment 
on anything he says." 
In an obvious reference to Ravenel, he 
said, "I wouldn't have thought about runn- 
ing for United States senator unless I had 
proved to the people that I was qualified. I 
think it would be helpful to any man to 
serve in the state legislature if he's going 
into statewide politics or to serve in some 
capacity to show he's a man of integrity; 
he's a man of leadership; he can get things 
done; that he's dedicated, loves people, 
and wants to serve people." 
Thurmond also discussed several bills 
Faculty welcomes chemist 
Donald B. Black, a retired executive for 
Dow Chemical U.S.A. will soon join the 
Clemson faculty as an adjunct associate 
professor of chemistry. 
Black is a former supply manager for 
U.S.A. purchasing. He will be in charge of 
organizing industrial seminars for 
undergraduate and graduate students in 
chemistry. 
According to Dr. Rudolph Abramovitch 
of the chemistry department, Black is 
"very interested in the aspect of the inter- 
face between universities and industry. 
Many students of chemistry are not aware 
of what actually goes on in industry." He 
added that students are "sometimes not 
prepared for the situations they meet when 
they face the real world of industry." 
Black's idea is to bring noted people 
from the chemical industry to talk to 
students about what their companies 
make, why they make it, how they make it, 
and the problems they encounter. "This 
will expose the students to eminent people 
in the chemistry field and begin to help the 
students bridge the gap between the 
classroom and the business world," said 
Abramovitch. 
Black has already scheduled Carl 
Gerstacker, member and past chairman of 
the board of Dow Chemical, to speak 
Thursday, April 13. He has also contacted 
several other prospective speakers. 
on which he is presently working. The 
Brown Lung Bill, which he cosponsored 
with Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C, is 
presently in the Congress. This bill pro- 
vides for payment to mill workers who 
contract brown lung disease. 
An ardent opponent of government 
regulation, Thurmond says the bill does 
not constitute a new regulation. "If it's fair 
for the government to pay those (mine 
workers) who have black lung, why isn't it 
fair to pay those who have brown lung?" 
he said. "Otherwise, you'd be putting an 
imposition on our industry here to do 
something the federal government is doing 
for another part of the country." 
Before completing the interview, Thur- 
mond stated his opinion on several key 
issues. Referring to the possibility of 
federal intervention in the coal strikes, he 
said, "I think the president should invoke 
the Taft-Hartley Act and put the people to 
work. If he doesn't do it pretty quickly, 
you're going to see a lot of industries close 
down." 
Concerning ratification of the new 
Panama Canal treaties, to which he is op- 
posed, he simply said, "It's awful close. It 
could go either way." 
Thurmond was not familiar with 
Carter's proposal to provide more funds 
for loans and grants to students and to 
raise the maximum income for eligibility. 
He did emphasize, however, that "as far 
back as 10 years ago" he introduced a bill 
to allow credit on income taxes to parents 
who send young people to school. He added 
that a loan program would be "better than 
nothing," but he will need to "study" 
Carter's proposal. 
THURMOND Photo by Hatlield 
While on campus, he met with members 
of the agricultural education department. 
The department, the Society for the Ad- 
vancement of Agricultural Education, and 
Alpha Tau Alpha honor society presented 
Thurmond with a certificate of apprecia- 
tion at a reception held Saturday after- 
noon. 
OUTDOOR  REC PRESENTS; 
ICE SKATING  AGAIN! 
BECAUSE   OF THE GREAT 
RESPONSE  FROM THE FIRST 
TRIP, OUTDOOR REC COMMITTEE\ 
IS SPONSORING ANOTHER TRIP. 
where-. Omni, Atlanta 
when: Sat.   Feb. 25 
departure:  10:00 a.m. at Tillman 
ice skating: $2.75 (pay there) 
transportation fee: $3.50 
sign up  at   info desk I 
MOVIES 
"The Spy Who Loved Me" Feb. 27-Mar. 4 at 6:55 and 
9:05. Roger AAoore stars as America's favorite spy, 
James Bond. 
Coming Soon: 
Mar. 6-8 Audrey Rose 
Mar. 9-11 The Deep 
FREE FLICK 
Feb. 26 at 8:00 pm a charming comedy about a 
teenager and an 80-year-old lady. Their meeting and 
their romance is a modern fairy tale. 
VIDEOTAPE 
Feb. 27-Mar. 5 AM vs. Shavers 
TRAVEL 
Going to Europe this summer and confused about all 
the new airfares? Come to short course on travel, 
March 8, at 7 pm. Experts in the field will discuss these 
fares plus many other items. Sign up today at the 
Union Information Desk. It's all free. 
Edgar's 
^^THI UNION NIT 
LATER THIS SPRING: 
March   11—Repelling   at   Glass  Mountain 
(assisted by ROTO 
April 1—Backpacking on the Appalachian 
Trail 
April 8—Whitewater rafting on Chattoga 
April 11—Troutfishing seminar (Dr. David 
VanLear) 
April 15—A Day of Trout Fishing 
April  22—Overnight  canoe  outing   (river 
float) 
IN EDGAR'S 
Monday-Happy Hour all night. Beer is 25<t 
and 304: 
Tuesday-Local  Talent.  8:30 admission  is 
free. 
Ladies' night..4 happy hour priced beers: 
25<t and 30c 
Wednesday-Men's night..4 happy hour pric- 
ed beers: 25<t and 30<t 
KIER IRMITER 
«;i« ITOIIIB is 4 nnsH. ww. s:an»uscn«i:tt *>•■ '.if- :■ 
tirr^m .i\n HAS WIN n«;r, nwFc.siOMu < fw t.\rr>\\ A »IA« 
>T Mill 5 AMI MTGS MI5  OWN VWAi  ' KK  W'l  V£«Y  PiXVMH  T*  HI; 
i:fi«i »wi w»*»nyv   »t n%n ruin**, "*ri nr 'WRI R* COticv 
PTOARY  WTUri  WWGftf  rVM OAK HIGIlBr*"..   !A!«IS TAfLfM,  TO TK 
WAIS  *W  •*!  BFATtfS. 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
FEBRUARY 24th and 25th 
8:30     50c 
OUTDOOR REC 
Saturday, Feb. 25—This is your last chance to catch 
our ice skating trip to the Omni in Atlanta. Cost $3.50. 
Saturday, Mar. 4—Horseback Riding. We'll be travel- 
ing to Croft State Park for an afternoon of trailriding. 
No previous experience is necessary. Limit 15 persons. 
Cost $5.00. 
ill 
■ - i - - 
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Senate passes redeemable F resolution 
By Tisha Barnhill 
News Editor 
The "redeemable P" and academic 
reorganization resolutions were passed by 
the student senate Monday, Feb. 20, at its 
weekly meeting. 
The redeemable F resolution would 
allow first-semester freshmen to retake a 
course and to drop all previous records of 
the course. They would have one year to 
make up the course so that the F could be 
erased. 
This policy would allow freshmen to take 
advantage of the redeemable F, but they 
would have to take that same course 
again, according to Mike Ozburn,   who 
drew up the resolution. 
The academic affairs committee also 
presented the academic reorganizations 
resolution. This resolution was the 
academic package plan with some altera- 
tions and deletions. 
This resolution called for the institution 
of Labor Day as a legal holiday for the 
university and the suspension of all classes 
at 12 noon on the Wednesday before 
Thanksgiving. 
"That the final drop date for classes 
shall not be altered..." "and that the 
midterm grading system shall be abolish- 
ed," were also included in the resolution. 
The senate also called for proper hourly 
compensation for mandatory out-of-class 
attendance requests. This policy would ap- 
ply to field trips, out-of-class lectures, and 
speaking engagements. 
Also included in the resolution was the 
availability of the Law School Admission 
Test (LSAT) on the university campus on a 
regular basis. 
Other changes called for in the general 
section of the academic resolution were 
that professors not administer tests or re- 
quire written assignments until the 
bookstore has a copy of the required texts 
for each student; that professors not be 
switched from one section to another 
without the students' knowledge; and that 
the president of the student senate be 
made an ex-officio voting member of the 
educational council. 
"That the student senate strongly 
recommends that professors abolish atten- 
dance requirements for their classes" was 
added to the general section. 
In a section on exams, the senate called 
for more flexibility in exam schedules and 
the exemption of all graduating seniors 
from all cumulative final exams. 
Also included in this section of the 
resolution were the policies that no class 
quizzes, tests, of examinations be given 
during the week before exams started, and 
that any professor giving a lecture ex- 
amination prepare it so that it might be 
finished within the time allotted to that 
class. 
Southern Worn ens 
Services, Inc. 
'Problem Pregnancy Counseling 
'Abortion Counseling & Services 
'Free pregancy testing 











And we can offer outstanding 
career opportunities in Marketing, 
Engineering or Computer Science. 
We will be interviewing at 
1614 TWO NOTCH ROAD 
COLUMBIA,  SC 
29204 
TELEPHONE 1-800-922-9750 
^    )< it a M i 
Clerhson 
on March 1, 1978 
To find out about IBM and let us 
find out about you, sign up for an 
interview at the Placement Office or 
write to: C. F. Cammack, Corporate 
College Relations Manager, 
IBM Corporation, 
400 Colony Square, Suite 1111, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30361 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
'Will  in immwi 
HL 
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Answer all these music trivia 
questions correctly and you 
will be eligible to win on* of 
1165 prizes. 
Prizes: 
Grand Priie-A trip for two to Hollywood Including 
round-trip airfare, two nights, throe days hotel 
24-hour limousine service, 120 second record 
shopping spree at Tower Records, a fabulous 
Sansui GX-5 Rack Stereo System complete with 
Sansui components, concert tickets, studio tour 
and $300 spending money. 
Four First Priies-Copies of all new CBS albums 
released for twelve months plus a complete 
Sansui G-3000 Music System. 
Ten Second Prizes-Your choice of any 25 CBS 
albums. 
150 Third Prlzes-Your choice of any CBS album 
plus the new Journey album Infinity and a 
Bud/Journey tee-shirt. 
1000 Runners-Up-Bud tee-shirts. 
BUDWEISERa 
ROCK AND ROLL TRIVIA TEST 
OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
Here's How To Enter 
1,;,2n.,i" "IfS? ""'y l0'm or P1*'" P"" »' P«P<" no larger 
inane* nil (one side only) handprint your name and address 
and your T-shirt size (S.M.l.XL). This .ill help us i, you „,' 
selected as a T-shirt winner. Be sure to indicate on your entry 
your answers lo me Rock Music Triyia questions Mail vour entry 
HjSffS&ZFSASZ*1-. TR'VIA TEST3 pMO.^OX »,Z 
l.r^'tn.n'.^J.,^^^ """^ ,nV"°P' " 
1. *» entries must be received by March 30. 1978. Enter as often 
as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately. All winners 
will be determined in a random drawing Irom among alt entries 
23J2rJiSS!!l °' " """■ "" musl correctly answer all ot 
tne Hock and Roll Trivia questions. Random drawings will be under 
the supervision ol the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION, an mdepen. 
dent edging organization, whose decisions are final on all 
matters relating to this offer. 
3. This pr.ie otter is open to residents ol the United States who 
are of legal drinking age in their Stale at the time ol entry, except 
employees ol Anheuser-Busch, Inc.. CBS. Inc.. their affiliates 
«r *i JS1*""- d'"",»"°r»- «0«nls. retailers and the lamilies 
KK . °. Ler V0IC| m M,MO"ri. Cal.lornia. Michigan and wherever 
prohibited by law. Void via retail store participation in the Slate of 
Maryland, Limn one prize per lamily. No substitution ol prize is, 
permiiied_ Tanes on prizes are the responsibility ol the prize 
winners Ail Federal, State and local laws and regulations apply 
«. All Rock and Roll Trivia questions are baaed on artists and 
[Oupa who recqid tor/^n* *"*«o -*»«— — -. --- 
rtr#!i 
Questions: 
1. The first hit single released from Santana's 
new album Moon/lower was originally recorded 
by: 
□ A. Zombies 
O B. Yardbirds 
□ C. Clydesdales 
2. What individual made Asbury Park, New 
Jersey famous? Hint: "The Boss"  
3. Who is Robert Zimmerman? 
15. How many statues are on the jacket of Boz 
Scaggs' new album "Down Two Then Left?" 
□ A. Three 
□ B. Four 
D C. One 
16. On what CBS associated label did Lou Rawls 
record his new album When You've Heard Lou 
You've Heard It All?   .  
17. Who has been known as "The Piano Man," 
"The Entertainer" and "The Stranger?"  
4. George Duke played keyboard for? 
□ A. The Stones 
D B. Frank Zappa and the Mothers 
□ C. Miles Davis 
5. Blue Oyster Cult's first hit single "Don't 
Fear The Reaper" came off their live album On 
Your Feet, On Your Knees. 
D True 
D False 
6. Ted Nugent recorded his first record with 
what group?  
7. What is the title of Simon and Garfunkeis 
first album? 
D A. Wednesday Morning, 3 A.M. 
O B. Sounds of Silence 
□ C. Greatest Hits 
8-   What animals are on Eric Gale's new album 
Multiplication?  
8. What two CBS recording artists starred in the 
movie "2 Lane Blacktop? ".  
18. What English artist wears red shoes and his 
last name is half of a famous comedy duo? 
D A. Martin Lewis 
O B. Elvis Costello 
D C. Bob Stiller 
18. Kenny Loggins was once a member of 
Buffalo Springfield. 
□ True 
. □ False 
20. What will be the title of Chicago's next album? 
21. What famous female singer started her 
career with The Great Society? 
D A. Janis Joplin 
O B. Grade Slick 
D C. Karla Bonoff 
22. Journey's new album is entitled Infinity. 
□ True 
G False 
23. Who was the lead singer on Jeff Beck's 
album Truth?  
24. Who is known as"The Red-Headed 
Stranger?" 
Q A. Willie Nelson 
□ B. Johnny Winter 
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Key Wesf 
Visitors lured by charm 
For spring break this semester, why not 
go to some place a little different and out of 
the way? Why not head to the Florida 
Keys? 
Each island on the keys has points of in- 
terest that are distinctively different from 
every other key. 
The keys begin at Key Largo, where the 
Overseas Highway starts, and from there 
to Key West — the southernmost tip of the 
United States — the highway crosses 42 
bridges, one of them the historic seven- 
mile bridge where the ocean and gulf 
waters meet. 
Divided into three groups, the keys are 
broken down into the Upper Keys, the Mid- 
dle Keys and the Lower Keys. 
The Upper Keys go from Key Largo 
through Long Key and include Rock Har- 
bor, Tavernier, Plantation, Windley, 
Islamorada, Upper and Lower Matecumbe 
Keys and Layton Keys. 
One of the main attractions of the Upper 
Keys is the John Pennekamp Coral Reef 
State Park. This state park is the only one 
of its kind in America and contains 75 
square miles of the finest living coral reef 
in America. Many-colored fish live here 
among the ship wrecks that have occurred 
over the centuries. Skin-diver 
photographers arid glass-bottom boat wat- 
chers abound in this wonderland of coral. 
Fishing is also very popular in this area. 
Fish that can be caught in these waters in- 
clude barracuda, wahoo, tarpon, snapper, 
sailfush, marlin, grouper, and dolphin. 
Long Key State Park offers a nature 
trail and camping facilities. 
The Middle Keys go from Long Key to 
Seven-Mile Bridge and include Key Colony 
Beach and Marathon Key. 
The Marathon of yesterday was on the 
route of ocean lanes sailed by pirates Jean 
Lafitte, Henry Morgan and Edward 
Teach. Marathon, the "Heart of the 
Florida Keys," has almost 5000 residents, 
has an 8000-foot airstrip for visitors who 
wish to fly in, and a country club and 18- 
hole championship golf course, yacht 
basins and a convention hall. 
The Lower Keys go from the seven-mile 
bridge to Key West. Featured in this area 
is fishing for lobsters and conch. Shelling 
on the beaches and exploring a pine forest 
on Big Pine Key are other main attrac- 
tions. 
Picturesque Key West is one of the main 
tourist towns in the United States. Here, 
the visitor can find old-world charm, 
steeped in the lore of the island people. 
As the vacation home of many 
presidents, Key West has a history of rum 
runners, pirate ships, and Civil War in- 
trigue. It has also been the home of Ernest 
Hemingway, the American author. 
Industries in this famous city are com- 





Islands attract with old' 
Daytona Beach, with more than 23,000 
accomodations, is one of the most popular 
beach areas to visit in Florida. 
Located on the central eastern shore of 
Florida, Daytona offers the beauty of the 
beach and easy access to a number of 
main attractions in the area. 
Tourists can take in Marineland, the 
Kennedy Space Center, Silver Springs, St. 
Augustine and the ever-famous Walt 
Disney World, while also being able to en- 
joy the white sands and sun that make 
Daytona famous. 
Some of the finest year-round fishing in 
Florida exists in the Daytona area. Party 
and charter deep-sea boats leave daily for 
fish camps located between Port Orange 
and Ponce Inlet. Surf fishing is generally 
good and there are three commercial piers 
which offer bait and tackle. Fishing is also 
pupolar from the eight area bridges and 
causeways. 
Another popular attraction in the 
Daytona area is the Montreal Expos, who 
make their summer home in Daytona. The 
team arrives in February and plays games 
during March arid April. 
Golf can be played on any number of 
public, semi-private and par-three 
courses, including the Daytona Beach Golf 
and Country Club with 36 holes, -Ocean 
Palm Country Club in Ormond-by-the-Sea 
with nine holes, and Par-3 Golf Club in 
Daytona Beach with miniature golf and a 
driving range. 
The Museum of Arts and Sciences now 
has a new planetarium, one of the best in 
the region. Permanent collections include 
18th-, 19th-, and 20th-century Cuban pain- 
tings and ethnological and archaeological 
exhibits. 
Featuring bus tours, the Daytona Inter- 
national Speedway allows visitors to 
observe some tests runs. 
Photo by Tayli 
Spring Break is March 17-2 
ries by Barbara Pi 
i-M 
vorld history 
PHoto by Matthews 
Other interesting things to visit around 
the area are Cypress Gardens with floral 
gardens, water ski shows, and electric 
boat tours; Rosie 'o Grady's Good Times 
Emporium with the ragtime bar, can-can 
girls and other entertainment; Sea World 
of Florida featuring "the world's largest 
and finest marine life adventure"; the 
Gatorland Zoo which offers alligators, 
crocodiles, native animals and birds in a 
natural tropical setting. 
Also, Silver Springs, with 45 per cent off 
the regular admissions, Monday through 
Friday; Wet 'n Wild, with oceans of wave 
rides, and the flume; Stars Hall of Fame 
with "the world's largest wax museum" 
containing 180 movie and TV Stars on 100 
elaborate, authentic stage sets. 
For those who like to shop, the Daytona 
area offers the Orlando Fashion Square at 
3201 East Colonial and Winter Park Mall at 
560 North Orlando Avenue in Winter Park. 
I The Tiger looks at where to 90. 
folder, Features Editor 
With over six miles of open, white sandy 
beaches, Fort Lauderdale is only three 
hours by car from Disney World in Orlan- 
do. 
For those who like golf, there are 50 golf 
course, including Arrowhead Country 
Club, Fort Lauderdale Golf and Country 
Club and Hollybrook Country Club. 
Chris Evert, tennis champion, has caus- 
ed this town to be called the "Tennis 
Capital of the World:" There are both 
private and public tennis courts nearby. 
Restaurants include such varied menus 
from Greek, Lebanese, Italian, Polyne- 
sian, Chinese, Japanese and French 
cuisine, 
Souvenir seekers can discover the 
pleasure of window shopping at the many 
enclosed malls in the Fort Lauderdale 
area. 
At night, this area is alive with disco 
dancing, Broadway plays in season, the 
symphony, and the ballet. 
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Central Srlorida 
East coast boasts variety 
For those who wish to get away from the 
mainland United States and bask in the 
golden Caribbean sun, there are the 
Bahamas. 
Consisting of a chain of islands starting 
only 50 miles off the coast of Florida and 
moving in a 750-mile arc through the 
Atlantic down to the northern edge of the 
Caribbean, the Bahamas are one of the 
most popular get-away areas, as the prices 
are not completely out of most student 
budgets. 
Of the 700 islands and 200 cays, 29 of the 
islands are inhabited. 
These islands have an ideal climate 
year-round that make it easy for visitors to 
enjoy a variety of entertainments, attrac- 
tions, and wide, near-deserted beaches. 
Probably the most popular and widely 
known areas of these islands is the Nassau 
Paradise Island areas with its mixture of 
colonial charm and luxury resorts. 
Another new and exciting area is the 
Freeport Lucaya area with new, interna- 
tional entertainment and fine hotels. Also, 
the outer islands offer a variety of quaint 
hotels and endless miles of beaches. 
As many people go to the Bahamas for 
the casinos, the islands offer El Casino in 
Freeport. This is the largest casino, in the 
Western Hemisphere. The second casino is 
on Paradise Island, the offshore resort 
connected to Nassau by bridge. Gamblers 
must be 21 years of age and visitors to 
these areas must be 18 years old. 
' As these islands are in the tropics, 
temperatures range from 70 degress in 
January to 82 degrees in August. The Gulf 
Stream keeps the islands warm and balmy 
in the winter months, and the southerly 
trade winds keep them cool and com- 
fortable in the summer. 
Fishing in the Bahamas is unparalleled 
for its variety and availability. Boats, 
equipment and guides are available for 
charter by the half-day, day or week. 
Some of the interesting and different 
cooking that local restaurants in the 
Bahamas offer is a conch salad with its 
chopped raw conch and spiced with hot 
peppers and lemon juice. Grouper cutlets, 
conch chowder, red snapper fillets in an- 
chovy sauce and Bahaman baked crab are 
well-known local dishes. Among the fresh 
fruits that grow in the Bahamas are 
coconut, pineapple, sapodilla, mango, 
breadfruit, sugar apple, and papaya. 
The history of the Bahamas begins with 
Columbus and goes to the Bahamas' gain- 
ing their independence from Great Britain 
in 1973. In between, the history includes 
the Spanish depleting the population of the 
islands by shipping the Indians, who in- 
habited the islands, into slavery in the 
islands which are now known as Cuba, 
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. In 1718. 
Captain Woods Rogers, the colony's first 
Royal Governor, drove out the pirates who 
were using this chain of islands for base 
operations. 
• 
After the Civil War in America, many 
Southerners fled to the Bahamas as many 
of them were plantation owners who came 
with their slaves to farm. 
As the capital of the Bahamas, Ncssau is 
the historical heart of these islands. With , 
its excellent protected three-and-a-half ' 
mile-long harbor, this town grew rapidly. 
The town itself is a mixture of the old and 
new with many forts, towers and classical 
buildings along with the great variety of 
shopping and interesting sites to see. 
Sports are a favorite on these islands, as 
the weather allows visitors to enjoy out- 
door activities. 
There are 15 first-rate 18-hole golf 
courses, tennis courts at every major 
hotel, and swimming everywhere. 
Throughout the islands, one can rent 
bicycles, scooters, and boats. Horses are 
also available. 
aylor 
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Professors enlighten 
students with variety 
The history department of Clemson 
University offers many courses which are 
"fun" as well as educational. Dr. Alan 
Shaffer, head of the department, likes to 
characterize Hardin Hall as "a fun place, 
an enjoyable place," and tries to promote 
the department to those who may not be 
required to take history courses. 
The most popular history course, ac- 
cording to Shaffer, is the one-credit 
History 198, or current history. Nearly 500 
students were enrolled in the two sections 
last semester. It is taught by several pro- 
fessors and guest lecturers. "It's a good 
course because everyone gets involved " 
said Shaffer. 
Also very popular; are the courses deal- 
ing with the history of America, history of 
the South, and history of South Carolina. 
All upper-level courses are not offered 
every semester, and they are not 
necessarily taught by the same professor. 
However, each course is offered at least 
every three years. Shaffer says that the 
history department is unique in this 
respect. "Different teachers and different 
subject matter allow us to change for the 
students' benefit, as well as the faculty's " 
said Shaffer. 
There are 31 history courses at the 300 
level, including courses in U.S. history, 
Asian and Latin American history, Euro^ 
pean history, and ancient history. The 
twelve 400-level history courses range in 
subject matter from studies of legal 
history to an analysis of social develop- 
ment through opera. 
Clemson's history department is the on- 
ly one in the country that sends book 
reviews to newspapers. Reviews are sent 
to 70 newspapers in 30 states for the 
History Book Review Service. Several 
department members are also involved in 
broadcasting programs over educational 
radio. 
In an effort to further the spread of our 
culture, the history department lounge is 
often used for artists' exhibits. Shaffer 
said that the department plans to place an 
exhibit on the history of cowboys in the 
lounge next week. 
Dr. Shaffer has found it useful to exploit 
the many facets of Clemson's history 
department. He said, "We're just trying to 
show that education can be more than just 
a learning experience. It can be fun." 
We're Still Looking. 
The Tiger still needs people to write, draw, shoot pictures 
ar|d do various other things. 
(GOOD 
lEARTH 
NOW ABOUT THAT SALE 
You might want to set up camp outside the door. Here's a sample of what's going on 
GET DOWN! 
:.,_:.       „ This Fall. Next Fall Mar. 8th 
North Face Parka $ 75.00 $ 85.00 67.50 
North Face Down Bagstavg.) 150.00 175.00 125 00 
North Face Down Vests „            40.00 47 50 32 00 
North Face Stuffed Shirt 5o'oo 55^00 35 00 
Snow Lion Down-30% off 
or Get Polarguard 
North Face Puma Parka 57.50 62.so 50 00 
SnowLion Polarguard Vests-20% off 
AND 
Peter Storm Oiled Wool Sweaters 35.OO 42 00 27 50 
Long-sleeved Rugby Shirts (Heavy )• 15% off 
We also have clinic gear that has been used 5-6 times. We have a limited number of 
these so get them while you can! 
North Face Bigfoot Sleeping Bag $85-89 $70 00 
Polarguard Mitts 13 50 8 70 
Polarguard Booties 16'OQ 9 $Q 
Pioneer Cross-Country Skiis with poles and bindings-$55.00 
(brand new bindings are being ordered for these skiis) 
Snowshoes 47 50 3Q ^ 
And an assortment of perfectly good oddments that have simply taken up inventory 
for too long at great prices-books, climbing gear, stoves, food, Whitewater gear. 
We won't have boots, packs, or polarguard bags on sale and we can't put sale items on 
lay-away. We don't expect to have a sale of this magnitude every year. We should get 
better about ordering just enough for the season with none left over. 
These prices are not being advertised anywhere else but in the Tiger You folks have 
got first crack. 
We're giving away a Wilderness Experience Internal Frame Pack ( Retail S60.00) just 
to generate some interest. Be sure to register! 
I    *1 
hoto by Brabham 
ACCORDING TO DR. Alan Shaffer, head of the history department at Clemson  his 
department offers much "fun" educational interests to students. 
Ljuyi and\Jjoll6 ^MaintulL 
FREE 
9""9 
A free styling brush for all type hair to 
- every student who brings in this ad 
and gets a haircut. 
When did you let a professional 
analyze your hair? 
Free consultations are available. 
Precision cutting 
Soft and very curly body waves 
Natural highlighting 
Free Consultation 
Best hair care products at the best price 
^EDREN 
PRODUCTS 









By Dora Bridges 
News Writer 
Flying Tigers are a reality at Clemson. 
The University Aero Club, which consists 
of 25 members, involves not only 
registered pilots, but hopeful flyers as 
well. 
The Aero Club, advised by Dr. Donald 
Turk, owns a Cessna 150—a two-seat, high- 
wing plane, which is primarily a trainer./ 
Heyward Douglass, a member of the en- 
tomology department, serves as instructor 
for the club. 
According to Douglass, a former Air 
Force flight instructor, "The club is as big 
as it has ever been. There has definitely 
been an increased interest in flying." 
Douglass credited this new interest to 
"more available instruction." 
He pointed out, "Student government 
helped us a great deal last year by helping 
fund the purchase of a ground school to 
teach student pilots." 
Douglass expressed optimism that "...if 
we continue to attract students and can get 
some more faculty involvement, I think 
the club could possibly get a second air- 
craft by the fall semester." 
Other major university clubs in South 
Carolina include a USC group and a 
Citadel organization. USC, a relative 
newcomer, began its club approximately 
two years ago. As Douglass explained, 
"Two   years   ago   student   and   faculty 
organizers came to Clemson, and, after 
looking at our charter and our operation, 
returned to Columbia and set up their own 
club, based on our setup." 
Future events may include school com- 
petition. Said Douglass, "We're trying to 
initiate a rivalry with the USC and Citadel 
clubs in an effort to start flying contests." 
Tenative plans are also being considered 
to help sponsor a "mini-air show sometime 
this semester." 
The Aero Club meets the first and third 
Monday nights of each month at 8 p.m. The 
meetings are held in room 201 of the P & A 
Building. Members of the club must pay 
club dues, and flying members pay $40 per 
semester. According to Dudley Blair, vice- 
president of the club, the $40 mainly goes 
toward insurance on the plane. There are 
additional charges for flying and for the in- 
structor. Dr. Blair said, "It is cheaper to 
fly through the club than to fly in- 
dependently." 
The plane is available for use by club 
members at any time on a first-come, 
first-served basis. To use the plane, 
members call the airport operator at 
Oconee to schedule their desired time. If 
someone else has already signed up for 
that time they must select another time. 
Anyone who is interested or who has 
questions should contact Dr. Blair, Dr. 
Turk, or Douglass if he can not attend the 
meetings. 
WSBF tries 'to go stereo' 
March 1 at 10 o'clock pm, WSBF FM will 
begin a 50 hour remote broadcast which 
will run non-stop until midnight on March 
3. 
The marathon broadcast is an attempt to 
raise money for the purchase of stereo 
equipment to facilitate stereo broadcasts. 
The broadcast will be set up in front of the 
Student Union ballroom. WSBFneeds ap- 
proximately $10,000 to make the transition 
to stereo broadcasts. 
Money will be accepted from students, 
faculty, alumni, businesses and anyone 
else who is willing to donate funds to the 
station. All donations will be put in the 
stereo fund. 
"It's really up to the students and alum- 
ni," commented Chris Smith of WSBF," 
"People will go out and spend five dollars 
on an album. If they gave us that five 




a representative of CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION will be interviewing graduating students for positions which can 
develop into exciting careers in one of America's most far sighted and rewarding industries, Forest Products. 
Champion International Corporation is a major forest products company, a pioneer in the building materials, paper and paper 
packaging businesses. With nearly 50,000 employees the company's 1977 sales were approximately $3.1 billion. 
There are more than 400 Champion International facilities in the United States and Canada and it is reasonably certain you have 
had an association with one or more of our products in the paper, paper packaging or building materials areas. 
Our building materials business, domestically represented by 
Champion Building Products, is in itself a large business: 1977 
sales of $1.1 billion. This unit of our company is an important 
producer and marketer of plywood, lumber, hardboard and particle- 
board. These products are used in both industrial and construction 
markets and for furniture and home improvement projects. Our 
building materials might well be used as sheathing, studs or siding 
in your home, as underlayment for your floors, shelving or panel- 
ing in your family room. 
And it's hard to get too far from our Champion Papers products, 
too. This division of Champion International had sales of over 
$1 billion in 1977. Champion Papers is a major producer of writ- 
billion envelopes and the country's largest wholesaler of office 
products. 
Our paper packaging business is represented by Hoerner 
Waldorf, a large (over $500 million last year) producer of cor- 
rugated containers, consumer packages, grocery, multi-wall and 
shopping bags. We package boats, refrigerators, toys, taco shells, 
detergents, cereals, groceries, dishes, pet food and thousands of 
other items. 
Behind all the products we make is the tree. We have 3.4 million 
acres of forestlands in the United States. Champion Timberlands 
is a separate division responsible for intensively managing these 
lands to assure a continuing supply of timber, and for supplying 
)ur current needs for paper. 
Coi'oorBiJQri 
smdmark Square, Stlmford. Connecticut 06921 
Champion lnternalional takes affirmative action towards equal employment opportunity. 
- klr 
"T 
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the tiger 
Brooks sees humor in human prejudices 
By Mark Charney 
Entertainment Editor 
In the 1970's, two comedians have shared 
the movie spotlight without intruding upon 
each other's territory: Woody Allen and 
Mel Brooks. Whereas Woody Allen appeals 
to a more "select" viewing audience 
because of his reliance upon subtlety, Mel 
Brooks appeals to a broader audience 
because of his use of slapstick. Now there 
are several comedians upon the film 
scene, but Allen and Brooks are — by far 
— the best. 
Both Gene Wilder and Marty Feldman, 
who worked with Brooks on many of his 
earlier films, have made feeble attempts 
at imitating Brooks's comic genius. 
Wilder, however, has failed again and 
again with such flops as "Sherlock 
Holmes' Smarter Brother" and "The 
World's Greatest Lover." Feldman's "Sex 
With a Smile" and "The Last Remake of 
Beau Geste" are even worse. So what 
makes Mel Brooks such an exception? 
"You're on your own and must 
hope that what strikes you as fun- 
ny will also strike a lot of others 
that way." 
—Brooks 
Partially, it is Brooks' use of "spoof" 
that has made him such a success, though 
he does not have to rely upon this medium. 
"The Producers," one of Brooks's first 
films with Gene Wilder and Zero Mostel, 
involved the antics of two producers who 
discover there is more money in the back- 
ing of a Broadway flop than of a success. 
Though Brooks makes ample use of exag- 
geration and slapstick, the movie was not 
completely farcical in nature, and still was 
a moderate success. 
"The Twelve Chairs," one of Brooks' 
first spoofs, was less successful, possibly 
because the movie had no apparent direc- 
tion. Brooks attempted to crowd too much 
into two hours, which resulted in sporadic 
moments of humor, but no continuity. 
The Mel Brooks "craze" really began 
with his western spoof, "Blazing Saddles." 
Relying   upon   broad   farcical   humor, 
MEL BROOKS IS attacked by birds in one of the most terrifying sequences from 
'High Anxiety." 
Brooks managed to make "Blazing Sad- 
dles" funny in its entirety. Though his 
humor is often crude, Brooks embarrasses 
his audience into laughing at some of their 
own prejudices. Brooks, in "Blazing Sad- 
dles," sharpened his comic technique by 
throwing in the "unexpected": an or- 
chestra in the midst of a desert, for exam- 
ple.  This increased his popularity and 
brought him the recognition he deserved. 
"Young Frankenstein" was adapted 
almost parallel to the original "Frankens- 
tein," and starred Gene Wilder and Marty 
Feldman. Brooks made use of contrast 
between the two movies to achieve humor, 
as well as "the unexpected" once again. 
As   with   "Blazing   Saddles,"    "Young 
Frankenstein" provided two hours of pure 
enjoyment   without   repercussions   of. 
underlying meanings, and proved comedy 
can indeed be an art. 
"Silent Movie" has the most slapstick of 
Brooks' films. Involving chase scenes 
with an array of famous stars, -Brooks pro- 
ved that movies with only one word can 
still hold great audience appeal. 
"I can't let go of a scene. I'm 
forever trying to improve it." 
—Brooks 
Brooks's newest film, though not yet in 
the immediate viewing area, is once again 
a spoof, this time upon suspenseful horror 
flicks. He parodies scenes from Hit- 
chcock's "Vertigo," "The Birds," and 
"Psycho" to build suspense and to create 
humor. For example, in one scene, Brooks, 
who plays the detective with a great fear of 
heights, is attacked by hoards of birds 
releasing excrement upon his unwilling 
shoulders. In yet another scene, Brooks is 
stabbed almost to death with a newspaper 
in the shower by a bellboy. 
Brooks recognizes the difficulty of 
becoming a comic filmmaker: "There are 
no schools for comic filmmakers. You're 
on your own and must hope that what 
strikes you as funny wi'l also strike a lot of 
others that way." 
Brooks' comedies usually take over a 
year's preparation, and many call him a 
fanatical perfectionist. "I can't let go of a 
scene," Brooks says; "I'm forever trying 
to improve it." 
Brooks has also worked on TV and with 
Carl Reiner on recordings. He produced 
the spy-spoof "Get Smart," which was 
popular for a number of years. His only 
Oscar was for his story and screenplay of 
"The Producers," though he has been 
nominated since. 
Brooks feels comedy is at least as impor- 
tant as drama, though it has yet to receive 
adequate recognition: "...Comedy is ac- 
tually a more difficult art form. If you 
don't think comedy is tougher, look at how 
many people are doing drama right nov 
and how few are doing comedy. That alone 
should tell you something." 
GET A 
FUTURE 
MAJOR PHIL KELLEY 
656-3107/3108 GALL: 
ARMY ROTC. 
THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM. 
this week 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24 
Kier Irmiter in Edgar's, 8:30,50< 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
Kier Irmiter in Edgar's, 8:30,50* 
Basketball (men), Biscayne 
Baseball atColumbis (Ga.) college (2) 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
Baseball at Valdosta (Ga.) State (2) 
Free Flick: "Harold and Maude," 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
Clemson Players, As You Like It, Daniel 
Aud, 8 p.m. (thru March4) 
Videotape:    Ali-Shavers   fight,   thru 
March 5 
Short Courses: ballroom dancing; fur- 
niture refinishing; macrame 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28 
Local talent in Edgar's, 8:30 p.m. 
Short Courses: CPR; bridge; first aid; 
marriage; camping gear 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 
English Hour Lecture, Best Graduate 
English Paper of '76-'77, Strode Lounge, 8 
p.m. 
Baseball at Mercer (2) 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2 
Baseball, Georgia, 3 p.m. 
Basketball   (men),  ACC  Tournament, 
Greensboro, N.C., thru March 4 
FRIDAY, MARCH 3 
Fred Stutzenberger Roast and Disco 
Dance, 8 p.m. 
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arts/ entertainment 
Buffalo Orchestra performs at Littlejohn 
By Jim Stovall 
Entertainment Writer 
The Clemson Concert Series presented 
its final concert of the season Tuesday 
night in Littlejohn Coliseum. A large 
crowd turned out to hear the Buffalo 
Philharmonic Orchestra, under the baton 
of Michael Tilson Thomas, music director 
and conductor. Thomas is the youngest 
conductor of a major American symphony 
orchestra. 
The program began with Richard 
Strauss's "Don Juan," Opus 20. Strauss 
based his musical portrait on Nicolaus 
Lenau's version of Don Juan, one that is 
somewhat different from the usual por- 
trayal. Lenau saw Don Juan not as a licen- 
tious womanizer, but as a man who is sear- 
ching "to find a woman who is to him the 
incarnate womanhood, and to enjoy in one, 
all the women on earth, whom he cannot as 
an individual, possess." His inability to 
find this incarnation sends him from 
woman to woman, finally realizing the 
futility of his search and falling finally into 
dejection and resignation. 
Strauss's portrait of this immensely 
complex and emotional character is very 
frank and revealing, both of the many 
aspects of Don Juan's quest and of 
Strauss's incredible skill of characteriza- 
tion through musical voicing and rhythms. 
The initial theme is a shimmering agitato 
in the strings and brass, powerful and yet 
questioning. 
The orchestra immediately established 
its talent at this first sounding, projecting 
strongly from the stage and compensating 
(as much as possible) for the non- 
conducive acoustics of Littlejohn. As soon 
as this first theme was established, 
representing Don Juan's bravado facade, 
it was replaced by a second theme, this 
time more introspective and revealing of 
the true personality of Don Juan. Tender 
and mellow at first, the string section is 
finally overwhelmed by the slowly 
building brass in a stunning climax. 
These two themes recur again and again 
as interludes between love scenes, storms, 
and sorrowful partings that interrupt Don 
Juan's lovely search. Several times the 
music seems to reach a point of resolution, 
only to fade once again to one of the basic 
themes presented at the first of the piece, 
indicating Don Juan's inability to find the 




and MEAT SAUCE 
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 
5:00p.m. to 1:00a.m. 
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MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS conducted the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra con- 
cert in Littlejohn Colesium Monday night. 
himself and his obsessing quest unresolv- 
ed. 
The orchestra's meticulous rendition of 
this very demanding piece was moving 
and awe-inspiring. Each performer was 
always responsible to the entire group, 
since any misstep could interrupt the 
delicate orchestral balance so important 
to the work. In solo or ensemble, the 
unified sound of the group was as the world 
of a single hand. 
The orchestra's second selection, "Men 
and Mountains" by Carl Ruggles, con- 
tinued the theme of humanity in search. 
Thomas commented briefly on the work, 
describing it as a part of the "record of a 
man's life, compulsively and precisely 
worked out." He saw the piece as an ex- 
pression of Ruggles' "rage against the 
mortality of man, at the same time realiz- 
ing that there is some cosmic design that 
man fits into." 
The piece is comprised of three sections, 
each bearing titles that are indicative both 
of the character and the intent of the move- 
ment. The first movement, entitled "Men: 
Rhapsodic Proclaimation for Horns and 
Orchestra," launched violently into 
polyphonic and rhythmic vulcanism, a 
tremendous conflict of the whole orchestra 
against one of its parts, the horn section. 
"Lilacs" was predominately for the str- 
ings, exploring the tense, seething vitality 
of nature. Completing the piece, "Mar- 
ching Mountains" advanced with a 
rhythmic, pulsating force that suffused in- 
to the entire orchestra, arriving finally at 
a resolved conclusion. 
The craftmanship of both orchestra and 
conductor was against excellent 
throughout the piece. 
After the intermission, the orchestra 
performed the Symphony No. 5 in E- 
minor, Opus 64, by Peter Tchaikovsky. 
The performance was impeccable, with 
each solo, tutti and section played perfect- 
ly, but something was lacking. The com- 
position seemed to miss the vibrating life 
and energy that one expects from 
Tchaikovsky. The Andante Cantabile" 
simply did not possess the drama 
necessary to fully develop the more in- 
tense parts, and the Valse movement ap- 
proached being trivial and contrived. The 
finale rallied slightly with a rich dialogue 
between the french horns and the 
triumpets, but the overall feeling of the 
piece was not satisfying. 
Audience reception of the piece was 
nonetheless warm, recalling Thomas to 
the stage three times. He took the podium 
again on his third return to conduct the en- 
core. Turning to the audience, he remark- 
ed with a smile, "What can you play about 
Tchaikovsky, but more Tchaikovsky?" 
With that, he began the Marzurka from 
the "Swan Lake" Ballet Suite. The 
brilliant life and energy of this work ended 
the concert on a good note. 
Shop owner notes changes 
Set on its hill overlooking the campus, 
the Clemson House contains perhaps the 
widest variety of campus life of any Clem- 
son building. 
Within its walls are not only the lovely 
coeds in their luxurious apartments, but 
also a fine restaurant, the barber shop, 
beauty shop, meeting rooms, many of 
Clemson's most devoted supporters and 
alumni, and Miss Martha Barnes' Gift 
Shoppe. 
Barnes has operated her shop for 20 
years, following a three-year term as 
social director for the hotel. 
Opened in 1950, the Clemson House of- 
fered the only guest accommodations in 
the area for many years. Barnes recalls 
that the location attracted conventions 
from throughout the Southeast and also 
has played host to a wide variety of world 
travelers, sports figures, and entertain- 
ment personalities. Among these 
memorable figures were Gloria Swanson, 
Groucho Marx, Burt Lancaster, the Boston 
Pops Orchestra, Ara Parseghian, and 
Raymond Massey. 
Until other places were built in the area, 
visiting sports teams, game officials, and 
state dignitaries also stayed exclusively at 
the Clemson House. 
Barnes, a Clemson House resident, 
noted that "things are still as lively as they 
used to be, but thank goodness the students 
aren't as noisy as the conventions were." 
Today the conventions have been replaced 
by university-sponsored seminars and 
workshops. 
The greatest change Barnes mentioned 
was the addition of ladies to the campus. 
"At first the men weren't sure about it, but 
they quickly decided it was for the best." 
Barnes stated that the students were 
good neighbors and that the atmosphere at 
the Clemson House is about the friendliest 
around   town. 
All Day Banking 
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Players' 'As You Like It': 
a double surprise 
On Feb. 27 at 8 p.m., the Clemson 
Players will present their third play of the 
season, As You Like It, by William 
Shakespeare. Director Harry Curtis, 
however, has added a new twist, for in his 
adaptation, As You Like It is set in the Old 
West, complete with saloons and a general 
store. Curtis feels that "to Americans, no 
place better captures the dichotomy in set- 
ting of this comedy than the Old West." 
The plot of As You Like It begins in Dry 
Gulch, where Duke Fredrick (the evil 
duke) banishes first his brother and later 
his niece to the Forest of Arden. The niece, 
Rosaland, and her beloved cousin Celia, 
flee to the forest with the court fool, 
Touchstone. Orlando, youngest son of Jac- 
ques du Boys, has also been banished, but 
before he reaches the Forest of Arden, he 
has fallen deeply in love with Rosaland, 
and she with him. 
In the Forest of Arden, love blossoms. 
Rosaland taunts Orlando by dressing as a 
boy, Ganymede. Touchstone chases after 
"Tawdry Audrey" and Phebe and Sylvius, 
two lovers of the forest, add to the confu- 
sion. The ending is, of course, a happy one, 










drink & dessert 
6 am-8 pm 
Monday-Saturday 
On the Square, Pendleton 
Harry Curtis bills As You Like It as a 
melodrama: "This term literally means 'a 
play with music,' but is conventionally 
thought of as stylized drama in which 
characters—clearly virtuous or 
vicious—are pitted against each other in 
sensational situations until justice trium- 
phs." 
The setting was designed by Chip Egan, 
and Laura Lea Witcher will serve as assis- 
tant director. Rosaland will be played by 
Pattie Lundberg, and Celia, by Leslie 
Wade. Artie Hogan plays the youthful 
Orlando, and Brian Bonham is Adam, his 
faithful servant. Chris Fitzgerald is Jac- 
ques (the hypocrite), Mark Charney is 
Touchstone (the Fool), Lillian Reese is 
"Tawdry Audrey," and Mandy Smothers 
and Bobby Yannazzo will play Phebe and 
Sylvius. Bobbie Shook is stage manager. 
With As You Like It, the audience is in 
for a double surprise. Not only is the play 
adapted to the Old West, but the audience 
is cordially invited to share in the time- 
honored pleasures of applauding virtue, 
hissing the villain, and laughing at folly. 
The show begins Feb. 27 and will run 
through March 3 every night at 8 p.m., ex- 
cept for March 1, when there will be only a 
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CAST MEMBERS WILL perform Shakespeare's AS YOU LIKE IT in a western set- 
ting beginning Monday. 
GRADUATING RN's 
'Tis sweet to hear "I love you" 
Beneath a giggling moon; 
'Tis fun to hear "You dance well" 
To a lilting, swinging tune; 
'Tis great to be proposed to 
And whisper low, "I do;" 
But the sweetest words in all the world, 
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Shelby, NC 28150 
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The Rubber Tire Ash Trays 
Everyone Wants! 
Only      I iOU 
With This Ad 
Only One Ash Tray Per 
Ad Coupon Please 
Hurry The Supply Is Limited 
0C0NEE TIRE CO, 
404 W.N. 1st ST. Seneca 
882-2733 
) 
Off the record 
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Santana releases first live album 
Santana 
Moonflower 
By Tim Durden 
Entertainment Writer 
Santana's latest work, Moonflower, is an 
unusual two-record set in that live tracks 
recorded in Europe have been inserted 
randomly within the studio tracks, instead 
of the usual one live side, one studio side. 
The flow of the music may seem dis- 
jointed, but this doesn't detract what- 
soever from the musical quality. Santana 
still maintains its excellence in per- 
formance. 
Since part of this album is live, those 
selections are naturally most familiar. 
"Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen " one 
of the songs that made Santana famous is 
just as powerful as ever. Carlos Santana's 
stinging guitar riffs on this song prove that 
he is one of the best guitarists around. 
"Soul Sacrifice," an early work from the 
first album, maintains Santana's 
character for fiery Latin-rhythm percus- 
sion. Another favorite, "Dance Sister 
Dance," from the "Amigos" album, is a 
really moving cut, as the title indicates. 
To avoid monotony, the studio tracks are 
a mixture of Latin-rock/jazz with Carlos 
Santana's blazing guitar's exploding inter- 
mittently throughout most of the songs. A 
new member of the group, Greg Walker 
adds depth to the music with his powerful 
voice, especially in "Transcendence " The 
only single, "She's Not There," is a 
brilliant re-working of a "Zombies" song 
and works into the album especially well 
Moonflower is not just a typical 
live/studio album. Its new material is very 
impressive, and shows the versatility in 
Santana's musical style. The album is a 
must for Santana collectors because it is 
the first American release album by San- 
tana with live recordings. 
Ted Nugent 
Double Live Gonzo 
Seeing Ted Nugent, live, is an ex- 
perience no one could ever forget. Double 
Live Gonzo tries to capture the amazing ef- 
fect Nugent has on his audience. Not 
everyone has a chance to see Nugent, and 
that is why this album is a poor attempt at 
commercialism. 
One must actually see him in concert to 
truly appreciate the music on the album 
You have to witness his amazing feats on 
guitar  before  you  can  fully  enjoy  the 
album. 
The live version of "Stranglehold" 
doesn't live up to the raw energy of the 
studio version, but "Just What the doctor 
Ordered" is basically appealing. A 
favorite, "Cat Scratch Fever," remains 
energetic as it was intended. 
Double Live Gonzo will appeal to those 
Nugent fans who have experienced him in 
concert. But to the average person it 
might seem just a lot of noise. 
Genesis 
Second Out 
For all you Genesis enthusiasts, Seconds 
Out is just what you need to make up for 
the poor work done on their first live LP 
Genesis/Live, in 1974. When the original 
leader, Peter Gabriel, left Genesis after 
Selling England by the Pound, drummer 
Phil Collins took over as front man. 
Collins uses a quiet-toned voice instead 
of an authoritative one, like Gabriel. He 
has turned the band around and worked on 
the conception that is unique to Genesis. 
Some excellent cuts are: "Sqonk " 
"Afterglow," "Firth of Fifth," and 




Levi. HIS, Wrangler, 
Male 
Jeans and Sportswear 
McCall's Inc. has a semester contract 
I 
Custom Framing with Free Estimates 
All Sizes Glass-Cut to Your Needs 
Any Size Ready Made Frames 
Craft, Needlework, and Macrame Supplies 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
store hours 9:00-5:30 downtown 654-1723 
CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOPI F~~~~^^ 
Wiener King 
LYNCH DRUG CO 
says 
LET'S WIN THE ACC 
TOURNAMENT 






Under New Management 
J & E Restaurant 
is now 
A &M RESTAURANT 
Homemade Soups 
Stew and Chili 




HEY! WIENER KING NOW PRESENTS - A FAST FREE 
DELIVERY SERVICE EXCLUSIVELY FOR CAMPUS RESIDENTS 
PICK YOUR FAVORITE FROM OUR 
FANTASTIC MENU AT OUR REGULAR PRICES 
FRANKFOOTER - 12" Frank with Mustard, Onions & Chili oo 
BIG FRANK - 1/4 Lb. Frank with Mustard,  Onions & Chili oo 
REGULAR HOT DOG - with Mustard, Onions & Chili Z 
CHEESE DOG - with Cheese, Mustard & Onions !I 
SLAW DOG - with Mustard, Onions & Slaw !T 
KRAUT DOG - with Mustard, Onions, Chili & Kraut "^ 
(Extra Condiments - Cheese, Slaw, Chili & Kraut Add .05 Each 
^,M^  B..BZ      
9 H°' D°9 and   10 E"h on F""Wooter & Big Frank) 
KING BURGER DELUXE - with Mayonnaise, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Pickles 
CORN DOG - with Mus,ardetChUP' °ni°ni' *'* ^ ""'" ~ "^  °8 ^   " 
ONION RINGS 56 
FRENCH FRIES        j 59 
APPLE OR LEMON PIE            ^ '55 
DRINKS: Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, Orange, 7-Up (15 Oz.) "   T '   ^ 
Goffee._Milk, Hot Chocolate   ™ 
CAMPUS DELIVERY: 6 P. M. TO 10 P. M. DA.LY MIN|MUM ORDER $1.50 
* 
3CWW30«3S30SS3K»S3S3KSW3t3KS838St^^ aoooaoooonoa 
I        I      ■!.....    ■i 
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campus bulletin 
Announcements 
Intercollegiate Field Hockey spring practice 
begins March 1. Anyone Interested in learning 
this sport should contact Jo Anne Barnes at 656- 
2212 or come by room 207 in the old section of 
Fike. 
Getting a Master's is tough. Next week's 
machine In the Union Recreation Area is the 
"Night Rider." Be the best and get your 
Master's shirt. 
Need someone to be concerned about you for a 
change? Hotline — 6541040. We can provide 
counseling, guidance, and referrals. Interested 
volunteers: phone656-2007. 
The Clemson University Dog Show will be held 
Sunday, March 12. Rain date will be April 2. It 
will be held on the old rugby field. Gates open at 1 
'p.m. and the show starts at 2 p.m. Admission Is 
free. For more Information, call 656-8619 or 656- 
Sports-car racing at its very best. Clemson 
sports car club in Road Atlanta invites you to a 
flagging and communication school, Mon., Feb. 
27, at 7:30 p.m. in room M101 Martin Hall. Get 
the best seats in the house and be a part of the ex- 
citement. For more information, call 654-3024. 
All those Interested In Spring League Softball 
and who would like to start a team, please con- 
tact Dave Snipes at 656-8268 for team rosters and 
Information. 
Alpha Gamma Rho, the professional 
agriculture fraternity stressing scholarship & 
brotherhood, Is sponsoring an afternoon of food, 
fun, U games at its home, 113 Calhoun St., Clem- 
son. The drop-In is for all young men in 
agriculture & biological sciences or other related 
backgrounds. Come see what a real fraternity 
house is all about on Feb. 24, from 3-7 p.m. at the 
Alpha Gamma Rho house. Dress will be casual. 
Call 654-6091 o or 654-3351 for further details. 
The Hugo L. Black Pre Law Society will hold a 
meeting Wed., March 1, at 7 p.m. in the student 
government chambers. Robert K. Whitney, a 
lawyer from Seneca and a 1970 graduate of Clem- 
son, will be the guest lecturer. This and all 
meetings are open to the public. 
The Clemson Dancers will hold auditions for 
the newly formed Kinetic Theatre, a dance per- 
forming group. Auditions will be held Sunday, 
Feb. 26, in Tlllman Auditorium from 7-10 p.m. 
Anyone Interested Is Invited to attend. 
T-shirts and more! Media Marketing, PO Box 
108, Clemson, S.C. 29631. 
Classifieds 
For sale: brand-new Pioneer TX-5500II tuner, 
$110 and one JC Penney four-channel, 8-track 
tape player, (65. Call 654-6129 after 7 p.m. 
For sale: Elac Mlcacord model 45 turntable 
with shure R.S. 70 cartridge. Completely 
automatic with large base, dust cover, dust bug 
and antistatic fluid. Asking $100. Call Dave at 
656-8268 or come by C-515 Johnstone. 
Help wanted: Part-time retail sales. Hourly 
wage, plus percentage. Call 654-4655, or 882-7259 
evenings. Adjust your schedule to ours. 
Lost a gold double chain bracelet, somewhere 
between Mell hall and the YMCA, or behind 
Burns. It Has great sentimental value. Reward 
offered. Call 6892. 
Found:  Three keys — one Volvo and two 
others. Robin on key chain. Call Steve at 287-3769. 
The Pre-law Society will have Robert Whitney, 
attorney, speaking Mar. 1 at 7:00 p.m. on "Law 
School: Getting In and Then What." 
Want to buy a small boat trailer. Call John 
Baker after 8 p.m. at 882-0181. 
For sale: In-dash Sanyo AM/FM with 8-track 
tape player. Excellent condition; installation 
available. Call 654-2356 after 7 p.m. weekdays; 
anytime on weekends. 
Lost: Pair of red-clear frame glasses with 
teardrops, gray-tinted lens & bright red case 
with name and address inside. If found, call 
Catherine Spears at 8324. 
Lost: One finance 306 notebook In Strode 
Tower last Fri. If found, call frantic, ignorant 
Bob at 6508. 
For sale: Durst J-35 black & white enlarger 
with 50mm lens: $40. Accura 28mm F/2.8 
automatic wide angle lens with universal thread 
mount: $40. Call Tim at 654 6143. 
For sale: 1976 Kawasaki KE 175. Less than 
1800 miles, excellent condition; $975. Call 646- 
3838 after 4 p.m. 
For sale: 1975 Honda CB200T model. Clean, 
5,000 miles; call 656-8828. 
Personals 
To JEG: Thanks for the 20th. Love, LGG. 
Happy birthday, Clousseau. From all the soup 
on C-7. 
K.I.C.S., it was fun making up. Happy anniver- 
sary! Love, "the girl" (Vanilla). 
S.H. - Get ready for a wild weekend!! 
Milky Way suffers agony of defeat at Sky 
Valley as John, Fling, and World look on. Is later 
dubbed, "Slope Jester." 
Happy birthday, Julie! Love, Gonzalo. 
Dear Mom & Dad: Hope you had a nice Valen- 
tine's Day. Love, Corinne. 
Robmac—Thanks for the publicity.—Mor- 
board. 
J.R—I waited at the dam all weekend. 
Please jog soon! 
60 SERIES 
RADIAL SALE 
4 for $199. plus tax 
SPORT SIZE RADIAL 
WHILE THEY LAST 
$37.50 plus tax and up 












for fait fres dafiwry 
Come play a challenging 
18-round professional 
golf course. 
Students and The Public Invited 
Student Rates 7 Days A Week 
Fully Stocked Pro Shop 
944-2222 
PREPARE FOR:   l$$kt 
MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GRE 
GMAT • 0CAT • VAT - SAT 
NMB 1,11,111, 
ECFMG-FLEX-VQE 
NATL DENTAL BOARDS 
NURSING BOARDS 
Flexible Programs & Hours 
«-*»«7*-«7 IS a d</yrrcnc«.'.'.' 
KAPLA 
E DUC AT ION AC CENTER 
Please Come Visit Our Center 
t Preparation Specialists  since   J938 
For Information Please Call: 
2964 Pooch tree Rd. 
Suite 654 
Atlanta. Ga. 30305 
262-75S2 
r  vocations   In  Other Cities,  Call: 
TOLL FREE:  800-223-1782 
Centers  in  Maior US Cities 
nto    Puerto Rico and Luicano    Switzerland 
AKER'S DOZEN 
University Square Mall   Clemson 
123 By-pass Seneca 
Next door to Seneca Clothing 
Fresh Donuts Daily, 
Pastries Cookies. 
Brownies. Bread 
CAKES FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
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The Carmichael Cup: Clemson is in the running 
By Cobb Oxford .-sSHflBS^^****^ ^ By Cobb xford 
Sports Writer 
The Carmichael Cup, the symbol of all- 
round athletic excellence, could be Clem- 
son's by the end of this athletic year. Only 
two schools have won the cup in its 17-year 
history: the University of North Carolina 
and the University of Maryland. Both 
schools have dominated a few of the minor 
sports apiece; thus, they build up a lot of 
Cup points in sports that only a few people 
pay attention to. 
Cut points are earned on the basis of 
finishes in an individual sport. The first- 
place finisher receives seven points, the 
Sports 
analysis 
second-place team receives six points and 
so on until the final single point is given for 
the last-place finish. Every sport recogniz- 
ed by the Atlantic Coast Conference 
women's sports excluded, counts towards 
the Cup standings. Clemson participates in 
all but one sport, lacrosse, on the varsity 
level. ' 
The highest finish ever for the Tigers 
was last year's fourth-place standing The 
basketball, swimming, and baseball teams 
help to insure that the Tigers would finish 
in the middle of conference pack The 
weak spots in the Tiger athletic program 
have been bolstered this year but there 
also have been some slips in the standings 
of some of the Clemson teams. 
Last fall, the Tiger football team picked 
up six points for its performance in the 
conference. This is a vast improvement in 
the two points it picked up for a sixth-place 
finish in 1976. The only problem is that cur- 
rent Cup holder North Carolina picked up 
the seven first-place points for football. 
The Tiger soccer team mowed down con- 
ference opposition for its fourth straight ti- 
tle. This is a valuable seven points for the 
Ilge^ffort and clemson now dominates 
the ACC soccer race, just as Maryland 
dominates the indoor track season 
The final fall Cup sport was a disappoint- 
ment, both for the team and the people who 
followed this sport closely. Cross-country 
had a successful season without the benefit 
of ACC regular season competition. When 
the conference meet came around the 
Tigers were hurt by slight injuries and 
their performance was only good enough 
for a fourth-place finish and four Cup 
points. 
At the conclusion of the fall sports, the 
Tigers are among the early leaders with a 
total of 17 points. The final overall per- 
formance, if it is going to be improved, 
depends on some of the minor sports that 
have not been strong for the Tigers in the 
past. 
This winter, the wrestling program 
under Coach Schalles has made great 
strides in creating a powerful, respected 
program. Until this year, Clemson wrestl- 
ing teams had been the joke of the con- 
ference and opponents used them for 
cleaning the mats. Now opponents shake 
with fear when they hear that the young 
aggressive Tiger wrestlers are coming to 
town. 
Last year's conference champion, 
Virginia, and powerful Maryland have 
both fallen to Clemson this season. The 
conference wrestling championships will 
be contested March 4-5 in Raleigh. Clem- 
son should walk away with a very high 
unish. 
«fA ^atu
ively unknown sport, fencing, has 
steadily become a power at Clemson. This 
winter, the Tigers defeated North 
Carolina, Poteat's Alma Mater, and N C 
TJ^ ^RMPIC?1
AEL CUP' amon8 so™ of the athletic equipment may wind UD in 
SwXnd POtati t0Ward ^ CUP'in fenCing ™JLml£!m5?££. 
State, two conference foes Clemson has 
never defeated before in its, history of fen- 
cing The fencing champion of the ACC will 
be decided Feb. 25 on the Tigers' home 
ground. With the "home-court ad- 
vantage," Clemson should score high and 
possibly clinch the first ACC fencing 
championship ever for Clemson. 
Clemson swimming will be hard-pressed 
to repeat its second-place performance in 
last year's ACC meet. The conference 
swim teams have improved and, although 
the Tigers' have their share of talent, it 
will be tough to repeat last winter's high 
finish. The swimming championships are 
this weekend at Charlottesville, and Clem- 
son is looking for success. We might find it. 
The major sport of winter, men's basket- 
ball, has been the big disappointment as 
far as top finish and Cup points are con- 
cerned. The Tigers were picked early in 
the season to inhabit the conference base- 
ment  by  the  sportswriters  around   the 
cnference.  This prediction was ruled a 
farce, especially after the Tigers lost to 
league leader North Carolina by a meager 
two points. 
After the landslide loss to Duke, though 
the bottom fell out and the Tigers slid into 
the lower levels of the ACC, never to be 
seen above fourth place again this season 
This jury is still out on the ACC basketball 
champion for '77-'78, but this item of 
business will be decided in Greensboro 
next week, March 1, 2, and 4. Cup points 
for the basketball portion of the ACC 
season are under a complicated system, so 
Clemson could still receive a decent 
number of points for its efforts, if all goes 
well in Greensboro. 
This spring, baseball is again favored to 
be the regular season champion. Stong 
competition Will come from Wake Forest 
and N.C. State. Cup points again are 
awarded under a difficult system, so the 
number of points can not be determined 
until the tournament is over in late May 
Clemson track, both indoor and outdoor, 
has some good individual talent and 
maybe these participants can lead the 
Tigers to be middle-of-the-pack finish. The 
indoor championships are Feb. 25 in 
Raleigh, while the outdoor championships 
are April 21 - 22 on the Tigers' home track 
Good finishes in track could make a 
late-season finish for the Cup a com- 
petitive race to the finish. 
Golf should be improved this year 
because of the experience gained by last 
season's linksters. Clemson has no home 
matches or tournaments, but will play on 
some of the South's greatest courses 
against some of the nation's elite golf 
teams. ^ 
Clemson should finish around fourth or 
fifth in the conference tournament. The 
need for a home golf course is evident 
because the Tiger linksters would rather 
host their own tournament instead of 
traveling long distances for a weekend. 
Thus, the total overall athletic program 
at Clemson has improved to the point that 
the Tigers can now threaten for the Car- 
michael Cup. In the last 10 years, the Tiger 
athletic program has expanded so that it 
now competes in the vast majority of 
sports offered by the ACC. Maybe not this 
year, but certainly sometime in the near 
future, Clemson's Tigers will clinich the 
Carmichael. 
Women host state championships 
By Richard Brooks ^^ ^ .„_>  «.__..',. "^  
Sports Writer 
Littlejohn Coliseum is the scene this 
weekend of the SCAIAW state basketball 
tournament. This has the potential, ac- 
cording to Lady Tiger basketball coach 
Annie Tribble, to be the best state women's 
tournament ever, due to the fact that the 
four top-seeded teams are so closely mat- 
ched. They are, in fact, ranked within five 
points of each other in the Dunkel rating of 
state teams. 
Eight of the top nine women's college 
basketball teams in the state will be 
represented, with the glaring exception of 
S.C. State. Apparently, someone at S.C. 
State felt that there would not be enough 
competition in Clemson this weekend, so 
they are participating in the MEAC tour- 
nament instead of the state tourney. State 
defeated a flu-ridden Lady Tiger team last 
week and would undoubtedly have been 
heavily favored. Coach Tribble, however, 
feels that a rematch here with a healthy 
team would turn out differently than last 
week's loss at State. 
The tournament format pits the number- 
one-seeded team against the number-eight 
seed, the number-two-seeded team against 
the number-seven seed, and so on. If all 
goes as expected, the top four teams will 
win in the first round Thursday and pro- 
vide two tremendous semi-final games 
Friday. 
The 2 p.m. opening game of the tourna- 
ment pits number-two seed University of 
South Carolina against number-seven seed 
Benedict College from Columbia. The 
Gamecocks have the tallest team in the 
tournament led by 6-6 center Katrina 
Anderson, who averages 21 points and 12 
rebounds per game. USC is favored to win 
by 19 points. 
Number-three seed Francis Marion Col- 
lege and USC at Aiken, seeded number six, 
play in the second game at 4 p.m. Francis 
Marion is favored to win by 14 points. Its 
team is led by Pearl Moore, the leading 
scorer in the state, and among the scoring 
leaders in the southeast with an average of 
34 points per game. USC-Aiken has the 
best record in the tournament with 21 wins 
against two losses. Even though USC-A 
has played a very light schedule, it could 
be the dark horse team of the tournament. 
Thursday afternoon's third game is the 
most evenly matched contest of the first 
round. At 6:30 p.m., number-four seed Col- 
lege of Charleston will take on fifth-seeded 
Winthrop College. Charleston is led by 
Debbie Balknite and playmaking guard 
Scooter Delorme, who averages 15 points 
per game. Winthrop, a nine-point under- 
dog, is also a potential dark horse. Earlier 
this season Winthrop played a fine game 
against the University of South Carolina, 
losing by only two points. 
At 8:30, in the fourth and final game of 
the first round, number-one seed Clemson 
plays Erskine College, seeded number 
eight. Clemson, favored by 23 points, br- 
ings a 19-9 record against a tough ACC 
schedule into the contest. The leading 
scorers for the Lady Tigers are Donna 
Forester (complete with broken fingers) 
who is averaging 20 points a game, and 
freshman Cissy Bristol with a 15-point-per- 
game average; point guard Bobbie Mims 
and first-year center Gretchen Becker also 
average in double figures. 
The semi-final games are scheduled for 
Friday night, with the winner of the USC- 
Benedict game playing the winner of the 
Francis Marion-USC at Aiken game at 
6:30. The 8:30 game will feature the winner 
of the Clemson-Erskine game versus the 
.winner between the College of Charleston 
and Winthrop confrontation. 
The final game to determine the state 
champion will take place at 3 p.m. Satur- 
day, immediately following the 1 p.m. con- 
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Tiger basketball tops in the nation? Well, yes... 
By Chick Jacobs 
Sports Editor 
In the midst of the recent basketball 
season, and the fears of what may befall 
the team next week in Greensboro, one 
very important and significant item has 
escaped the eyes of all but the most astute 
Tiger basketball fans. We have a 
legitimate claim to the top spot in the na- 
tional polls. 
Clemson basketball number one in the 
nation? That's right. The Tigers have been 
in that hallowed spot for over a month and 
nobody knew it. Only recently have the 
true facts been brought to light. 
It all began Jan. 21 when the Tigers got a 
much-needed conference win over 
Virginia. Although this victory seems in- 
nocuous in itself, it is the key to Clemson 
basketball success. Not bad for a team 
that's next-to-last in its conference. 
Explaining how Clemson is the top team 
in the country isn't really difficult, but it is 
necessary to follow closely. Begin at the 
top of the present polls and who do you 
see? Marquette, right? Well, after reading 
further you'll agree that no one has more 
right to the crown than the Clemson 
Tigers. 
Marquette, that pretender to the basket- 
(another Tiger victim.) Canisius dropped 
a game to Virginia Tech. The Gobblers lost 
an early game to Virginia. The Tigers 
defeated the Cavaliers not once, but twice. 
The proof is overwhelming. 
Some critics may note that Clemson lost 
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ball championship, has been saddled with 
two losses. It may well be noted that Clem- 
son has slightly more than two losses. 
Then, how can Clemson claim the title. 
The answer lies in not how many losses a 
team has, but who the team loses to. 
For example, Marquette's two losses 
have come at the hands of Loyola and 
Louisville. The loss to Loyola is accep- 
table; however, the Louisville win is the 
one that did the Marquette Warriors in. 
How, you may ask, does the Louisville 
win make Clemson number one? That's 
easily explained. Somewhere along the 
line, the Louisville Cardinals lost to Ken- 
tucky. Kentucky, in turn lost a game to 
SEC also-ran Alabama. The Tide dropped 
a decision to Florida. 
Florida lost a conference game to 
Georgia. The Bulldogs lost an early season 
contest to the upstart Furman Paladins 
and, you guessed it, Clemson beat Fur- 
man. The Tigers routed Furman earlier in 
the season, meaning that Clemson is better 
than the other teams; ergo, the Tigers are 
number one. 
For you doubters who point to the fact 
that the Paladins trouced Clemson last 
month, there is further proof of the Tigers 
place of honor. Furman not only lost to 
Clemson but to Marshall University as 
well. Marshall was upset by the Citadel. As 
you recall, Clemson whipped the Bulldogs. 
Once again the Tigers are number one. 
Yet more unrefutable evidence is 
presented for the dwindling number of 
doubters.  The Citadel  lost to Canisius 
to make them the nation's top team, but 
any arguments raised by Tar Heel fans 
lose their validity in the face of cold won- 
lost facts. 
Here's how: Clemson trouced Stetson 
recently. The Hatters defeated Richmond, 
a team that edged William and Mary. Fans 
all remember that William and Mary 
handed UNC its first loss of the year. How 
could such a team ever challenge the 
Tigers' claim to basketball superiority? 
If one continues this line of reasoning 
further, the inescapable identity of the na- 
tion's top team becomes apparent again. 
The Heels may have lost to William and 
Mary, but they beat Wake Forest and 
Virginia (so did the Tigers.) Virginia beat 
VMI, VMI nudged Marshall, and Marshall 
kicked Furman around. 
The rest of this line is clear. The 
Paladins beat Georgia, Georgia took 
Florida, Florida won against Bama, Bama 
eased past Kentucky, the Wildcats nudged 
Louisville, and the Cardinals upset "top 
ranked" Marquette. Could anything be 
more obvious? 
Why haven't the Tigers been given the 
rating they rightfully deserved? Perhaps 
it's because people still have a probation 
bias against the team. Perhaps people just 
don't know how good the Tigers are. Cer- 
tainly the game against Duke Wednesday 
night didn't prove it. Going into the locker 
room down by 20 points at halftime isn't 
the kind of thing the nation's number one 
team makes a habit of. 
In fact, it may not be until the ACC Tour- 
nament that Clemson is able to show the 
nation what they are made of. It's impossi- 
ble for the Tigers to face Marquette or any 
of the other pretenders, since Clemson 
can't play in post-season competition. 
Therefore, unless the Tigers take the 
tournament, their true rating may not be 
known. But the facts are irrefutable, and 
the evidence overwhelming. 
Clemson is number one. 
Sports   Spotlight-weekdays 
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Fencers seek first ACC title, national invitation... 
ByCobbOxford weapon cateerorv inriuHinc/hi<= «.„,, »„„„, ^—.-   „      .  _   f  
Sports Writer 
Fencing Coach Charlie Poteat doesn't 
like to lose. This Saturday the Tigers will 
try to prove this point when they go up 
against six Atlantic Coast Conference 
teams for the fencing championship. 
This has been a banner year for the 
Tiger swordsmen, as they have defeated 
North Carolina and N.C. State. The team 
has also won nine matches in a row. Coach 
Poteat and two of his fencers echoed that 
their biggest thrill of the year was the UNC 
win, since Clemson had never defeated 
UNC before-and because Coach Poteat is 
a graduate of Carolina. 
"We have not peaked yet," Poteat con- 
tinued, "and we have not even seen our 
potential." The Tigers split with UNC, win- 
ning at home and losing at Chapel Hill 
"Carolina was a much-improved team the 
second match because they were ready for 
us," Poteat stated. "They tried to prove 
our victory over them was a fluke, but it 
wasn't." 
Poteat said the tournament would be a 
"three-way race for the championship bet- 
ween us, UNC, and Maryland." He con- 
tinued, "Maryland will have a slight ad- 
vantage, because they have beaten 
everyone in the conference, but they could 
come to the tourney cocky." 
Having the tourney at home will be a 
slight advantage because the Tigers will 
not have to travel. The tourney will be a 
round-robin format, with each fencer hav- 
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 t g ry, i cluding his own team- 
mates. Each school can enter three par- 
ticipants in each weapon. 
Fencing will begin at 8:30 Saturday mor- 
ning in the big gym of Fike Field House 
and the tourney should be completed 
around 5:30. Coach Poteat does not like the 
round-robin format. He has tried to imple- 
ment a team-on-team format like the 
basketball tournament. ^ 
Senior Frank Ceva and junior Jim Heck 
both stated that this is probably the best 
shot at the championship that Clemson has 
ever had. Ceva is in his fourth year on the 
team and he has improved with each 
season. He did not participate in fencing in 
high school, and he was first exposed to the 
sport when he came to Clemson. Ceva 
said, "Fencing requires a bit more think- 
ing, like 50 per cent mental and 50 per cent 
physical, than other sports." Ceva also 
said that fencing is basically an individual 
sport, rather than a true team sport. 
Flexibility stamina, and quickness 
along with a fast-thinking mind, are all in- 
gredients needed to be a championship 
fencer. Coach Poteat works with his 
fencers on an individual basis, and his pa- 
tience and hard work from the past are 
beginning to pay off. —     # _^
r  "*"""J" fcl ,u     
...while track team runs in Raleigh 
Bv Bob Doufflas n,i„   „      .._ ... ^"-^ y g  
Sports Writer 
The 1978 ACC indoor-track champion- 
ships will be hold this weekend at N.C 
State. Maryland has won the meet 19 
times, and is favored again this year 
Clemson Head Coach Sam Colson feels his 
team will score over the 21 points they did 
last year, but feels he can't predict a team 
place over-all. 
Colson said, "It will be a very tight team 
race between Clemson, UNC, N.C State 
j and Virginia. There isn't a nickle's worth 
of difference between the second and fifth 
team's positions. It will all come down to 
who's healthy and who has the best per- 
formances. We won't know how we come 
out until the meet is over. We do have some 
good prospects, though." 
Colson will be looking for a good race 
from last year's two-mile ACC champion, 
Dean Matthews. Matthews will have very 
strong competition from teammates David 
Geer and Scott Haack. In Geer's only race 
this season, he covered the two-mile 
distance in 9:02 for a fourth-place finish in 
the U.S. Track and Field Federation's na- 
tional championships. 
Geer was followed by freshman standout 
Scott Haack. Haack ran 9:04 in that race 
and came back a week later to turn in a 
9:07 and a third-place finish at the Wolf 
Pack Invitational. 
Charles Headlam and Shane Stroup will 
be counted on heavily in this year's meet 
Headlam was runner-up in the 600-yard 
dash at last year's meet and has the 
second-best time in the conference so far 
this year. Stroup was runner-up in the high 
jump last year and will be competing with 
freshman teammate Fred Worthy Worthy 
has jumped 6'8" this year for second place 
in the Tennessee All-Comers meet. 
Earlier this year, Lennie Krichko set a 
school record in the 1,000-meter run. He 
will be among the top competitors in the 
event this year. 
Two unexpected, but talented, athletes 
joined the Tiger squad this year Former 
outstanding high school tracksters Jerry 
Butler and Roy Eppes will compete in the 
60-yard dash and the 60-yard high hurdles 
respectively, this year. Butler has already 
turned in a 6.1 60-yard dash time while Ep- 
pes has gone over the hurdles in 7.4. 
Besides Worthy and Haack, there will be 
six other freshman competing in their first 
ACC Championship.as Tigers. 
Although Maryland is again favored to 
win, the other six places are up for grabs 
- and the Tigers will be at N.C. State this 
weekend grabbing. 
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Women's tennis team prepares for spring season 
By Peter O'Leary 
Sports Writer 
"We've got the best talent we've ever 
had," stated Coach Mary King, of the 
women's tennis team. "The caliber of 
players has improved each year," she add- 
ed. 
The year 1978 is no exception to the rule, 
as the team has five nationally ranked 
freshman players. The women's team also 
has six returning lettermen, including one 
senior. "We're expecting the best record 
we've ever had," said Coach King. 
The Lady Tigers will be facing their 
toughest schedule. This is the first year 
Clemson will play all the ACC schools, ex- 
cept Maryland. Some of the tougher teams 
Clemson will face are Virginia, North 
Carolina, Florida and Duke. "We also play 
six Florida schools during spring break," 
added Coach King. 
"...women's tennis has a very 
good future here.' —Coach King 
Last October, the Tigers finished second 
in the ACC tournament, behind the Univer- 
sity of North Carolina. The high point for 
the Tigers came with Susan Hill's first- 
place finish in singles play. "This is almost 
unheard of, a freshmen player's winning 
the singles title,'' Coach King stated. 
Susan is from South Signal Mountain, 
Tenn. She plays in the number-one spot for 
the Tigers and is ranked twentieth in the 
nation in the 18-and-under division. 
"We now have eight scholarships to of- 
fer," said Coach King. "The administra- 
tion has been very helpful in building our 
program here at Clemson: Because of this 
attitude, women's tennis has a very good 
future here." 
The South Carolina state meet will be 
held at Furman this year, April 20-22. The 
Tigers go in as the defending champions 
and expect to make it two in a row. "Our 
toughest competition should come from 
USC and the College of Charleston," noted 
King, "but I expect to win again." 
The next step will be the regional AIAW 
tournament at Memphis, Tenn. The Tigers 
finished sixth last year, but expect to place 
in the top two this year. The top two teams 
will advance to the national tournament at 
Salisbury, Md. "I think Clemson and North 
Carolina will finish in the top two," 
predicted Coach King. 
The Lady Tigers have their first home 
meet this Tuesday against Presbyterian 
College at 2 p.m. They also play Winthrop 
College Wednesday, March 1, at Clemson. 
Ruggers whallop Atlanta team 
They Were a dogged 20 men who drove 
up from Atlanta to play Clemson's rugby 
club last Sunday. They didn't give up easi- 
ly. After be'ing walloped 48-0 by the Tiger 
"A" side, they came back to defeat Clem- 
son's "B" team, 9-4. 
Clemson's "A" side is undefeated, and 
very little scored upon, in four games this 
season. The "B" side, however, has been 
sputtering and losing close games, compil- 
ing a 1-2 record thus far. 
The Atlanta Rugby Club has had a 
history in the last few years of rolling over 
dead whenever Clemson has taken the 
field. Last fall, for example, the Tigers 
beat Atlanta 38-3 at Hilton Head. 
But for the first third of Sunday's "A" 
match, it appeared the game would be. 
very close. Clemson applied consistent 
pressure with the forwards providing the 
backs frequent ball possession, but 
couldn't seem to score. Then the dam 
broke. Led by a couple of short yardage 
plunges for scores by the scrum, Clem- 
son's backs began to dominate Atlanta. No 
five-minute span passed without a Clem- 
son score. 
For the "B" team, Sunday was the worst 
of days. Whenever the scrum gained 
possession, the Tiger backs fumbled the 
ball, or passed to ghost receivers. Time 
and again miscues killed drives; penalty 
kicks were missed from between the goal 
posts. 
This Sunday marks the first first-rate 
opponent the Tigers will face this season, 
the Medical College of Georgia. Play 
begins at 2 p.m., on the rugby field behind 
Jervey. Everyone is welcome. 
/! 
Hear the state women's 
basketball championships 
on WSBF 88.1. Joel Cook and 
Bettie-Ann Likens broad- 
cast the semi-final and final 
rounds on Friday and Satur- 
day afternoon. 
GEORGIA PROPHETS     PRESENTS 
4> I . UO cover on Thurs. with student ID 
4>^-. \)\) cover without student ID 
4>Z. [)[) cover on Fri. and Sat. 
$3 .00 without student ID 
Happy Hour 2-7:00 daily and 
all night Wednesday 
Next week Feb. 23, 24, 25 
THE PROPHETS 
SANDCASTLE 
Feb. 27-March 4 
Mon. and Tues. free with student ID 
Wed. and Thurs. $1.00 with student ID 
Fri. and Sat. $2.00 with      student ID 
Open Daily 
for Lunch 11:30 am-1:30 pm 
for Supper 5:00 pm-8:30 pm 
